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ABSTRACT 
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Faculty :  Adab and Humanities 

Title : An Analysis of State Conflict in the movie “Black Hawk 

Down” 
Supervisor I : H. Nur Akbar Rasyid 

Supervisor II : Hj. Nahdhiyah 

This research discussed about State conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down. 

This research aimed to describe State conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down. This 

research used on Folarin‟s theory. This research was descriptive qualitative method. 

The data were taken from the movie Black Hawk Down. The writer used note taking 

as the instrument in order to get the valid data.  The findings, the writer found the 

description of state conflict in the movie which in general could be described into 

three categories of state conflict. Those are Intra-state conflict, Inter-state conflict and 

Extra-state conflict. In the movie “Black Hawk Down” the writer found eight data 

that described Intra-state conflict, one datum that described Extra-state conflict and 

two data that described Inter-state conflict.  

Keywords: Conflict, State conflict, Black Hawk Down 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter consists of background, problem statement, objective, 

significance, and scope of the research. 

A. Background 

Nurgiyantoro (2010: 12) says that literature is an activity of expressing, 

feeling, though, idea, spirit, belief, and other expression that use language as a basic 

element. Literature is a way of communication, which is very important in our social 

life. Klarer (2004:1) says that in most cases, literature is referred to as the entirety of 

written expression, with the restriction that not every written document can be 

categorized as literature in the more exact sense of the word. So, the writer will 

conclude that Literature can be said as a creative writing by an author with aesthetic 

values which makes literature regarded as an art where the author written all their 

ideas, it is from their own life or their creativity.  

Movie is a moving image (moving picture). According to Badar (2011; 1) 

movie is defined as a result of cultural and artistic expression tool, or  movie is one 

kind of literary works which gives entertainment and has unique characteristics than 

the others because it can be enjoyed by audiences, audio and visually. In this case, 

movie use moving figures and sound to tell the stories. It does not only give 

entertainment but also gives information and knowledge to us.        

Moreover, some movies adapt the story of true events, and contain full of 

messages about life. Another definition of movie also given in Merriam Webster 

(2014) who explains movie asrecording of moving images that tells a story and 
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people watch on a screen or television or a story or even recorded by a camera 

as a set of moving images and shown in a theater or on television; a motion picture. 

So that, every movie is interesting and entertaining, and make the audiences think of 

it. Every works that exist is unique and interesting, until there are many ways which 

can be used to convey ideas about the real story in the world. 

 As we know, the types of movie are divided according to the contents of the 

presentation of the movie, movie which is intended for adults usually containing the 

content for adult too, similar with the movie for teenagers. Movie takes people 

through the experience, the experience are often driven by stories with characters, a 

movie might also develop an idea or to explore visual or sound qualities. In generally, 

movie has some genres to tell the viewers about the plot story such us fiction, action, 

adventure, comedies, documentaries, drama, horor, romantic comedies, thrillers, 

family movie, etc. 

Conflict is a universal phenomenon in human life. Everyone in this world can 

face various conflicts for very different reason. As human being one must be able to 

get rid of numerous conflicts. Hemingway wrote in “another Country” stated that 

“The man Should place himself on the position not to lose”. Perhaps Hemingway 

tries declaring that a man must fight with everything which can block his wishes. So 

the man should face problem and become a winner. If a man can slove his conflict, he 

will become wiser, full of alertness and confidence in his action. 

Quoted in Al Qur‟an about state conflict . It is cited in Al Qur‟an Surah Al 

Baqarah ayat 213 as follow : 
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سِيهَ وَمُىْرِزِيهَ وَأوَْزَلَ كَانَ  ُ الىَّبيِِّيهَ مُبشَِّ تً وَاحِدَةً فبَعََثَ اللََّّ الىَّاسُ أمَُّ

ًِ وَمَا اخْتَلَفَ  مَعَهُمُ الْكِتاَبَ باِلْحَقِّ ليِحَْكُمَ بيَْهَ الىَّاسِ فيِمَا اخْتلَفَىُا فيِ

ًِ إلََِّّ الَّرِيهَ أوُتىُيُ مِهْ بعَْدِ مَا جَاءَتْهُمُ ا ُ فيِ لْبيَِّىاَثُ بغَْياً بيَْىهَُمْ فهََدَي اللََّّ

ُ يهَْدٌِ مَهْ يَشَاءُ  ًِ وَاللََّّ ًِ مِهَ الْحَقِّ بإِذِْوِ الَّرِيهَ آمَىىُا لمَِا اخْتلَفَىُا فيِ

 إلًَِ صِسَاطٍ مُسْتقَيِمٍ 

 

”Mankind was one single nation, and Allah sent Messengers with glad tidings 

and warnings, and with them he sent the book in truth, to judge between 

people in matters where in they conflict. But the people of the book, after the 

clear signs came to them. Did not differ among themselves, expect through 

selfish contumacy. Allah by his grace the believers to the Truth, concerning 

that where in they conflict. For Allah guided whom he wll to a path that is 

straight. (Al Baqarh:213) 

 

In this research the writer only focus on analyzing state conflict. One of the 

movies that shows many state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down”. This movie 

tells about the rebel group which controls Somalia significant sectors. Such as foreign 

aid from the United Nations, the economy, and also the government. UN aid in the 

form of food aid. Because the rebels control of the aid, then the people would not 

want to follow the orders of the regime rebels if they wish to end hunger. That will 

eventually lead to a great famine in the state. Then the international community began 

to deliver food to people who suffer from hunger. 

In addition, the writer is interested in analyzing the Black Hawk Down movie 

because Black Hawk Down is taken from real events of the Battle of Mogadishu that 

took place in 1993, between the American army against Islamic militants Somali 

clans Habr Gidr, Leader Mohammed Farah Aidid. 
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The movie is interesting in particular to study about the state conflict because 

this movie could help the audience take a lesson in understanding a war and bring 

audience to real illustration of a war, it also helps us learn and benefit from the 

various differences between countries. The writer wants to analyze a western movie 

with the title State conflict. 

B. Research Question 

 Based on the background above, the writer formulated a research question as 

follow: 

How is state conflict described in the movie “Black Hawk Down” ? 

C. Objective of Research   

 Relating to the problem statement, the writer decided some objectives of the 

research as follows: 

To analyze  state conflict described in the movie “Black Hawk Down” ? 

D. Significance of Research 

The significance of this research as follow : 

1. Theoretically, the writer hopes that this writing give some useful information for 

the writer herself, students, society, and the others who want to know more 

literature, especially about the state conflict not only in the Black Hawk Down 

movie but also in the other movies, 

2. Practically, this thesis could help the readers to know the causes of conflict well 

as between yourself, family or conflict with the public. So that, they can 

anticipate the conflict itself. 
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E. Scope of The Research 

Based on the background above the problem is limited by only analyzing state 

conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down. The writer described the types of state 

conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down by using Folarin‟s theory about types 

conflict. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter was presented the review of related literature, which deals with 

some previous findings, some pertinent ideas and conceptual framework. 

A.  Previous Finding 

The writer presents some previous finding, which related or relevant with the 

research, as follow:   

 Tuti (2008) in her thesis , “An analysis of conflict Erich Segal‟s Love Story”. 

She  aims to describe the conflict that occurs on the main figures in the Love Story. 

The focus of analysis of a literary work can be varied; it can be focused on theme and 

motive, plot, point of view or setting. It is common,therefore, to choose only on one 

focus of analysis or to restrict the scope of analysis. In this thesis the analysis will be 

focused on the conflict in Erich Segal‟s novel.  The method used is this research is 

qualitative descriptive method. She finds to conflicts that happen among characters in 

the novel can be divided into kinds, they are: outer conflict between the main 

character with other characters and the internal conflict of the main character. 

 Fitri (2014) in her thesis, “Lady America‟s Internal Conflict in Kiera Cass‟s 

Novel “The Elite”. She aims to  research are to know how Lady America‟s internal 

conflict happen in Kiera Cass‟s Novel “The Elite” and to describe kind of internal 

conflict that happen in Kiera Cass‟s novel “The Elite.” The method that used 

descriptive qualitative method. The data analysis technique in this research used 

exponential approach and applied 2 theories. They are Koesnosoebroto‟s about the 

characteristics of internal conflict and and Alex Sobur‟s Internal Conflict theory. In 
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this research, the writer concludes that there are 18 data of internal conflict which are 

faced by Lady America. Her internal conflicts are happened through her dilemma, her 

mixed emotion, her fear which prevents her goal, her feels guilty or shame, and her 

conflict identities. And the writer found kind of internal conflict based on Sobur‟s 

theory. They are 5 approach-approach conflicts, 7 approach-avoidance conflicts and 2 

avoidance-avoidance conflicts. 

After comparing those thesis above, the similarity with this research is both of 

them analyze the types in problem statement and the different with another research is 

they analyze the conflict generally but in this reearch, the writer focuses on state 

conflict. The writer was showed the state conflict in Black Hawk Down movie. 

B. Description of Conflicts 

Conflict is a universal phenomenon in human life. Everyone in this world can 

face various conflicts for very different reason. As human being one must be able to 

get rid of numerous conflicts. Hemingway wrote in “another Country” stated that 

“The man Should place himself on the position not to lose”. Perhaps Hemingway 

tries declaring that a man must fight with everything which can block his wishes. So 

the man should face problem and become a winner. If a man can slove his conflict, he 

will become wiser, full of alertness and confidence in his action. 

Furthermore, the definition about conflict defines by Sujono as follows; 

A conflict of struggle between two person, groups of person, or forces 

which seem to be moving to words resolution, gaining interesting and 

complication until turning point. Sujono as ( 1973:1117) 
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Based upon the definition above, we can conclude that the struggle which is 

meant struggle that can happen in somebody is called external conflict, are struggle 

between two person, between two groups of person, between one and his 

environment and even between one and nature which is called internal conflict, an 

ideas, one and himself or herself. 

Based on statement above, we could get some information that conflict occur 

when people (other partics) perceive that as a consequence of a is a normal part of 

organization life, providing numerous opportunities for growh through improved 

understanding and insight, there is a tendency to view conflict as a negative 

experience caused by abnormally difficult circumstances. Disputant tent to perceive 

limited option and finite resource available  seeking solution, rather than multiple 

possibillities that may exist outside the box in which we are problem solving. 

Conflicts are normal experiences within the work environment.   

Marx (1818:681) stated conflict happen because of dialectical materialism, the 

structure of economic relations, ideology and alienation. From this view point, all 

phenomena are characterized by a tension between contradictory forces, which 

inevitably generate a dynamic process of change. The change therefore arises from a 

struggle of opposites, which provides the dynamic principle of society and the source 

of change. The struggle between incompatible forces grows in intensity until there is 

a sudden leap forwards which creates a new set of forces on a higher level of 

development.  

State conflict usually begin with a conflict between two countries because of 

different interests. State conflict is the conflict that involves several groups of 
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countries (blocks) because of different interests (Thelsen,2007:16). War does not 

occur because without the causes that push a country to attack other countries. But 

there are potential causes of inter-state warfare, such as economic competition, arms, 

theories that plunge people into warfare (Darwinism), Borders, Expansion of 

Ideology, etc. State conflict related to the global system. In the global system there is 

a law that makes peace possible. On the other hand, the global system may be a factor 

in the emergence of war when there are obstacles in the global system in a country, 

for example the policy made in the global system is contrary to domestic policy, then 

it will affect the others. This can lead to wars between countries. State conflict is a 

general description of a state of chaos, including that of war situations; while war is a 

legally declared course of action by constitutionally recognized groups (Folarin, 

2013:15) 

1. Type of State conflict   

Experience in human society has shown that there are degrees of variation in 

conflicts. Conflicts are in types. Psychology as a discipline has espoused on intra-

personal conflict. Sociology identifies inter-personal as well as intra-group or intra-

unit conflict, as well as inter-group conflict. Political Science and History have 

identified inter-ethnic or intra-state conflict as well as state conflict. S Folarin 

(2013:16) : 

1. Intra-State Conflict, is the most common type of conflict and occurs between the 

armed forces of the government and an opposing civil organized group, within 

the state borders. These conflicts are often driven by ethnic, religious or 

ideological incompatible positions. We will make a difference between 
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“classical” intra-state conflict without foreign intervention and intra-state conflict 

with a foreign involvement, which involves at least one party engaged in the 

conflict supported by military troops of a foreign government. 

        This type of conflict is confined within the borders of a sovereign state. 

Such economic factors as land, uneven development, resource control and 

revenue-sharing formula could cause a conflict within a state. Social factors as 

value differences as had been the case in old Sudan could also cause conflict. 

Socio-ethnic factors such as real or perceived ethnic balancing or ethnic 

cleansing such as in the case of the Nigeria-Biafra episode and Rwanda genocide 

chapter in 1994, could also be a factor. 

2. Inter-State Conflict, occurs between two governments implying their respective 

two armed forces. In some cases, this type of conflict degenerates to a state of 

war. We must remember that all wars are described as conflict. As such, all inter-

state conflict are same as international conflict. Inter-state conflict can be caused 

by territorial encroachment by another state, breakdown of diplomatic ties, 

exportation of toxic contrabands to another country. Etc. The conflict can occurs 

anywhere and often began with a formal declaration. In the 1980s, Nigeria 

almost cut off diplomatic ties with Italy because hundreds of tons of toxic 

substances dumped at Koko, a sedate village in Delta (Bendel) State, were traced 

to the European country. Nigeria and Cameroon have had cases of hostilities on a 

number of occasions, over Northern borders and lately, Bakassi Peninsula; but 

none ever resulted in full-scale war. The United States and Cuba have been in a 

perpetual state of conflict since the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. Examples of 
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inter-state conflict that resulted in war include Iran-Iraq of 1980-1988, Britain-

Argentina War of 1982 over the Falkland Islands, USA-Afghanistan War.   

3. Non-State Conflict, is the use of armed forces between two organized groups, 

neither of which is the government of the state. The contention between 

Christians and Moslems in Nigeria is a classic example of inter-faith conflict. 

Nigeria has been riddled with clashes between members of the two faiths since 

the 1980s. The Maitatsine riots in Kano, Bulumkutu crisis in Maiduguri, Sokoto 

university campus riots over use of Othman dan Fodio‟s daughter‟s name in a 

pageant, Cross vs. Crescent crisis at the Ibadan university, among others, are 

worse scenarios of this (Folarin, 1997). 

4. Extra-State Conflict, occurs between a state member of the international system 

and a political entity (not a system member) outside of its territorial boundaries. 

Extra-state is: state vs. independent non-state actor. 

The qualification of a conflict (international/inter-state or national/intra-state) is 

important because it indicates the applicable laws. This qualification is not 

always obvious due to the possible evolution of the conflict from one category to 

another.  

2. Causes of State Conflict 

According Wright (1965:1284) There are several factors that we can analyze as the 

cause or at least can trigger a conflict.  

1. Because of the ambition to show the existence and power showing. If 

Woodrow Wilson said at the time of the first world war that the war he was 

doing was aimed to end all wars. And George W. Bush says that the fight 
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against terrorism is a war to wipe out evil. In essence all want to accelerate the 

existence of self and identity politics in the eyes of the international world. 

Then claim that their own (country) acts are correct. This factor also includes 

important factors causing political conflict (revolution, coup d'etat) or the 

phenomenon of ethnic cleansing and genocide, which in recent decades is quite 

prevalent in the world. 

2. Conflict and war a new business which is very profitable. Quite astonishing 

that America as the country most involved in conflict and war, it was also the 

most weapon seller in the world. Iraq as America's permanent enemy in recent 

decades has listed itself as the world's largest arms importing country. We can 

not deny that war is a big business. 

3. Factors of poverty, injustice and social gaps are too great. Anthony Georgieff 

argues that in the 1990s, more than 80% of the world's conflicts and wars 

caused by poverty and economic crisis. Poorer countries are more likely to 

have conflict opportunities than rich countries (with a ratio of 3 to 1). UN 

Secretary General Kofi Annan added in one of his speeches that in addition to 

poverty, there is considerable injustice and a considerable socio-economic gap 

including the crucial cause of the conflict. 

C. Movie 

1. Definition of Movie 

Movie is a term that we use  to describe a particular material and medium of 

communication that has certain specific properties governed by certain physical laws. 

Movie or film is one kind of entertainment which can be enjoyed by audiences, audio 
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and visually. This kind of literary work gives not only entertain but also give 

information for the audiences. Most people spare their time watching movie to refresh 

their mind. Moreover, some movies adapt the story of true events, which full of 

messages about life. So, indirectly, people can learn howto be a wiser in their life. 

 Here some other defenition of movie. Movie is a type of visual 

communication that uses moving figures and sound to tell stories or inform. (David, 

2008:271), movie is a cinema film or cinema the cinema. In the free dictionary, 

movie is a sequence of photographs projected onto a screen with sufficient rapidity as 

to create the illusion of motion and continuity. In the Random House Dictionary of 

English Language (1968:871), movie is defined as a sequence of consecutive pictures 

of objects photogreaphed in motion by a specially design camera and design camera 

and thrown on a screen by a projector in such rapid succession as to give the illusion 

a natural movement: motion picture. 

Movies, film or cinema are an integral part of our lives, and most of us make 

no difference between the two and use the terms interchangeably as if they mean the 

same. However they do have some differences. The difference between a movie and 

film is movie have historically been captured and projected from photographic film, 

so the term “film” has been applied to what are commonly referred to in the US, the 

terms are interchangeable, but most major, commercial motion picture aimed at a 

broad viewing audience (in the hopes of making a profit) are usually referred to as 

“movies). The term “film” is commonly applied to movies of an artistic or 

educational nature not expected to have broad, commercial appeal. 
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From explanation above, the writer can conclude that movie give 

entertainment and has unique characteristics than the others because can be enjoyed 

by audiences, audio and visually. In the case, it uses moving figures and sound to tell 

the stories. It is not only gives entertainment but also gives information and 

knowledge to us. 

2. Kinds of Movie 

According to Kurnia (2007;4) and based on Microsoft Encarta Library, there 

are  three kinds of movie, they are: 

a. Fiction Movie 

 Fiction movie tells us about imaginative story, Fiction movie is a movie that 

conveys nonfactual story. However, some movies are based on the ideas of the strue 

story, but all the characters, the setting, and the dialogues are based on the author‟s 

imagination. 

b. Non Fiction Movie 

Non Fiction Movie is a movie containing factual story as the main plot even 

through it may be decorated by other events, namely factual and documenter movie. 

All parts of the story here are non-imaginative and come naturally. There will be no 

dialogues that should be momerized by the characters and there is no “action” and 

“cut” here like in fiction movie. It is possible for one the author to make a 

documentary movie. Teamwork is not really necessary. 
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3. The Element of Movie 

The movie elements consist of : 

a. Story idea 

 The story idea of a movie can emerge everywhere. It is possible that idea of 

movie story makes a real fiction appear like the movie of the Elysium Movie. 

b. Scenario 

 Team the movie production visualizes the story idea into rich audio visual 

and voice. Good scenario would determine goodness of the movie. In academy of 

Oscar awards, scenario gets appreciation for the best original text and the best 

adaption text. 

c. Director 

Director in movie works life a chef who mixes flavours to make a good food 

while director of movie unites elements of movie, producing and edit to get the intact 

movie. Cut and action are very special world for director. Director  becomes the 

decision maker in all creative decesion processes from the scenario into the movie 

pictures. 

d. Characterization (actor and actress) 

1) Protagonist, a protagonist is the main character in a work of literature or movie. 

With any characters surrounding the protagonist, finding that main charcter can 

sometimes be confusing. How do we identify him or her. A protagonist generally 

experinces some soft of change or transformation in his or her character throught 

the story. 
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2) Antagonist, the antagonist is most often once character who has a goal that 

opposes the protagonist‟s goal and will try to stop the protagonist from getting 

what he or she wants. 

e. Artistic Arrangement 

The are of artistic works is to built the setting according to scenario that 

covers; choice of shooting location, all shooting property, design of player‟s costume, 

preparation of player‟s, make up and preparation of player‟s hair-do 

f. Cinematography 

The word cinematography comes from the Greek cinema, which means 

„movie‟. If we correlate and photographic in the movie, it is including of intake angle 

picture, choice of camera movement, choice of picture frame, composition of picture, 

lighting arrangement and also process of recording pictures. 

g. Editing 

The interaction of picture into series of movie is a skill of editing becoming an 

editing does not only require technical skill to integrate one picture with other 

pictures but also artistic perception that needs functional consideration and esthetic. 

Without editing, movie cannot be presented intacly and it will lose its dramatic 

element. 

h. Visual effect 

Visual effect is the result of technological growth in movie industry now days. 

Visual effect can be made by using trick of camera and preparation of supporting 

facilities of shooting of with animation (could be two dimension or three dimension) 
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i. Music Arrangement 

Music also represent a part of voice arrangement, but usually the production 

the music and sound tract in movie is conducted by music conductor (usually 

professional one) 

j. Voice Arrangement 

This element covers all uses of voice narration, dialogue, sound effect, and 

thought voice. Using variation of voice is as important as the picture. Arranging good 

voice can dramatized picture, which emerge without disturbing one another and 

become intact union. Sometimes dominant voice element give the dramatic effect to 

the audience, which is created by director. (Petersen,1994:28-30)   

D. Synopsis Ridley Scott’s movie “Black Hawk Down” 

According blog Angelina the movie "Black Hawk Down" by Ridley Scott's 

tells the story of a U.S. military raid that went disastrously wrong when optimistic 

plans ran into unexpected resistance. In Mogadishu, Somalia, in October 1993, 18 

Americans lost their lives, 70 more were wounded, and within days President Bill 

Clinton pulled out troops that were on a humanitarian mission. By then some 300,000 

Somalis had died of starvation, and the U.S. purpose was to help deliver U.N. food 

shipments. Somali warlords were more interested in protecting their turf than feeding 

their people--an early warning of the kind of zeal that led to Sept. 11. 

The movie is single-minded in its purpose. It wants to record as accurately as 

possible what it was like to be one of the soldiers under fire on that mission. Hour by 

hour, step by step, it reconstructs the chain of events. The plan was to stage a surprise 
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raid by helicopter-borne troops, joined by ground forces, on a meeting of a warlord's 

top lieutenants. This was thought to be such a straightforward task that some soldiers 

left behind their canteens and night-vision gear, expecting to be back at the base in a 

few hours. It didn't work out that way. 

What happened was enemy rockets brought down two of the helicopters. The 

warlord's troops gathered quickly and surrounded the U.S. positions. Roadblocks and 

poor communications prevented a support convoy from approaching. And a grim 

firefight became a war of attrition. The Americans gave better than they got, but from 

any point of view, the U.S. raid was a catastrophe. The movie's implied message is 

that America on that day lost its resolve to risk American lives in distant and obscure 

struggles, and that mindset weakened our stance against terrorism. 

The engagement itself seems to have degenerated into bloody chaos. Ridley 

Scott's achievement is to render it comprehensible to the audience. We understand, 

more or less, where the Americans are, and why, and what their situation is. We 

follow several leading characters, but this is not a star-driven project and doesn't 

depend on dialogue or personalities. It is about the logistics of that day in October, 

and how training did help those expert fighters (Army Rangers and Delta Force) to 

defend themselves as well as possible when all the plans went wrong and they were 

left hanging out to dry. 

We follow several stories. A man falls from a helicopter and is injured when 

he misses his descent rope. A pilot is taken prisoner. Desperate skirmishes unfold in 
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streets and rubble as darkness falls. The Americans are short on ammo and water, 

facing enemies not particularly shy about exposing them selves to danger. 

E. Biography of Ridley Scott 

Ridley Scott was born on November 30, 1937 in South Shields, Tyne and 

Wear (then County Durham). His father was an officer in the Royal Engineers and the 

family followed him as his career posted him throughout the United Kingdom and 

Europe before they eventually returned to Teesside. Scott wanted to join the Royal 

Army (his elder brother Frank had already joined the Merchant Navy) but his father 

encouraged him to develop his artistic talents instead and so he went to West 

Hartlepool College of Art and then London's Royal College of Art. 

             In 1962, he joined the BBC as a trainee set designer working on several high 

profile series. He attended a trainee director's course while he was there and his first 

directing job was an episode of the prestigious BBC series Z Cars (1962), Z Cars: 

Error of Judgement (1965). More TV work followed until, frustrated by the poor 

financial rewards at the BBC, he went into advertising. With his younger brother, 

Tony Scott, he formed the advertising production company RSA (Ridley Scott 

Associates) in 1967 and spent the next 10 years making some of the best known and 

best loved TV adverts ever shown on British television, including a series of ads for 

Hovis bread set to the music of Dvorak's New World Symphony. 

             He began working with producer David Puttnam in the 1970s developing 

ideas for feature films. Their first joint endeavour, The Duellists (1977) won the Jury 

Prize for Best First Work at Cannes in 1977 and was nominated for the Palm d'Or, 
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more than successfully launching Scott's feature film career. The success of Star 

Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977) inspired Scott's return to sci-fi (he had been 

a production designer on the cult series Doctor Who (1963) while he was at the BBC) 

Blade Runner (1982) followed in 1982 to, at best, a lukewarm reception from public 

and critics but in the years that followed, its reputation grew and Scott's with it as one 

of the most important scifi movies ever made. Scott's next major project was back in 

the advertising world where he created another of the most talked-about advertising 

spots in broadcast history when his "1984" inspired ad for the new Apple Macintosh 

computer was aired during the Super Bowl on January 22, 1984. Scott's movie career 

has seen a few flops (notably Legend (1985) and 1492 Conquest of Paradise (1992)), 

but with successes like Thelma & Louise (1991), Gladiator (2000) and Black Hawk 

Down (2001) to offset them, his reputation remains solidly intact. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

 This chapter dealt with method of research, source of data, instrument of the 

research, and technique of data analysis. 

A. Method of Research 

 The method of the research was descriptive qualitative method. According to 

Bodgan and Biklein (2003:110). Descriptive qualitative method is a method applied 

by describing the data and analyzing the data. Qualitative research may be used either 

as the primary strategy for data collection, data analysis or other techniques. The 

writer used this method to describe about of state conflict in the Black Hawk Down 

movie.  

B. Source of Data 

  The data was taken from the movie “Black Hawk Down” . The movie was 

directed by Ridley Scoot, an Actors is Josh Harnett, Ewan McGregor, Sam Shephard, 

etc, this movie was published in 2001 with duration 144 minutes. The Black Hawk 

Down movie is taken from real story of the Battle of Mogadishu that took place in 

1993, between the American soldiers against Somali Islamic fighters clan Habr Gidr, 

Leader Mohammed Farah Aidid. 

C. Instrument of the Data 

The instrument that the writer used in order to collect and analyze the data in 

this research is note-taking. “Note taking allows students to gather information from 

lectures, books, or any other situation that they will later have to memorize or use in 
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order to successfully complete their academic program” (Boch and Piolat; 2005: 

102).  

D. Data Collection Technique  

In collecting data, the writer used several procedures as follow : 

1. The writer watched and read the script of the movie “Black Hawk Down” 

2. The writer identified categorised of state conflict depicted in the movie “Black 

Hawk Down” 

3.  The writer took notes from the scene that shows  state conflict  

4. The writer classified categorised of state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk 

Down”.  

E. Data Analysis Technique 

In this research, the writer used Folarin‟s theory about types conflict to 

analyze of state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down” by Ridley Scoot. Then, 

the writer analyzed the movie based on the script and picture in every scene of the 

movie.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS & DISCUSSIONS 

A. Findings  

In this chapter the writer presents and discusses the data taken from the movie 

Black Hawk Down by Ridley Scoot. After analyzing the data in the movie Black 

Hawk Down, the writer found several description of state conflict which can be 

categorised into three types of state conflict. Those are Intra-state conflict, Inter-state 

conflict and Extra-state conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down. The writer did not 

find any data related to Non-state conflict. The following is the description of the 

state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down” :  

1. Description of Intra-state conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down  

Related to the data about intra-state conflict found in the movie, the writer 

found several data that described about the intra-state conflict. In general, the data 

below are categorised as intra-state conflict as these data talked about the conflict that 

happen between the armed forces of the goverment and an opposing civil organised 

group within one state. Below are the description of the data, 

a. Datum 1 

One of the intra-state conflicts portrayed in this movie as described in datum 1 below  

is when one of the characters Aidid feels angry with American army. It can be seen in 

the prolog quoted below : 

 “years of warfare among rival clans famine on a biblical scale. 300.000 

civillians die of starvation. Muhammad Farrah Aidid the most powerful of the 

worlds, rules the capital Mogadishu. He seizes international food shipment at 

the parts, hunger is his weapon. The world responds, behind a forces of 
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20.000 U.S Marines, food is delievered and order is restored. April 1993, 

Aidid declares war on the remaining UN peacekeepers”  (Datum 1, 00:01:19) 

 

From the quotation above the writer can see Aidid‟s character in which he feels angry 

with American army because he feels American army is existent in their country. 

This quoted data of state conflict is categorised intra-state conflict. 

b. Datum 2 

Another data related to the intra-state conflicts portrayed in the movie  is at the time 

when American army attacked the Aidid‟s building. It can be seen the prolog quoted 

below : 

“some mission template as before, will infiltrate the target building and seize 

all suspect within. Lt. Colonel Mcknight‟s humvee column will drive in at 

15:45. Security forces Rangers : 4 Rangers chalks, under command of capt. 

Steele. Colonel Mcknight humvee column will drive in at 15:4, Mcknight 

column will go to the target and the load the prisoners into trucks. The four 

Rangers chalks will collapse back to the target buiding” (Datum 2, 00:25:07) 

 

From the quotation above the writer can see plot happened when they plan their 

mission before attacking the Aidid‟s building. They share each other's duties and 

expect their mission to succeed. 

c. Datum 3 

The writer also find the intra-state conflict portrayed in the plot of this movie  when 

American army arrived to Somalia. The writer also found the scene intra-state 

conflict portrayed in this movie when the American army attack Aidid‟s building. It 

can be seen the prolog quoted below : 

“ colonel „they‟re shooting at us‟ ! 

Colonel said „well, shoot back‟ 

This is 64, chalks on the ground. Going into holding pattern 

This is 62, delievered chalks. Going to cover pattern 

Super 62, take up an overhead pattern to provide shipper cover 
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This is 65, chalks on the ground. Going into holding pattern” 

(Datum 3, 00:33:41) 

 
(Datum 3, 00:42:12) 

From the quotation above the writer can see plot happened when American army 

arrived is Somalia. They are ready to attack Aidid and his army. 75th Rangers, Delta 

Force and 160th SOAR are ready with duty each other. And from the scene above the 

writer can see American army attacked aidid‟s building.  And it turns out the aidid 

troops are ready to fight the American troops that make the American a lot of injuries. 

d. Datum 4 

The writer also found scene related with intra-state conflict portrayed in this movie 

when Black Hawk property of American down. We can see the picture below the 

black hawk down right in front of the building. It can be seen in the data qouted 

below : 
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(Datum 4, 00:52:28) 

From the scene above the writer can see Black Hawk property of American down, 

They greatly balittled the power of the aidid forces so they did not expect what 

happened at the moment. 

e. Datum 5 

One of the intra-state conflicts portrayed in this movie as described in datum 5 below 

when the plot is after Black Hawk Down , they (American army) keep continued his 

attack. It can be seen the prolog qouted below : 

“Art, i‟ve got skinnies with RPG at 12:00. Can you see them?” 

“Got them, give me go degrees left” 

“Hey wilkie, what the situation in there ?” 

“Both pilots are died” 

(Datum 5, 01:11:31) 

From the quotation above the writer can see after black hawk down, aidid‟s troops 

The more so that makes the American troops one by one injured because the shot 

even one died. 
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f. Datum 6 

One of the intra-state conflicts portrayed in this movie is described in datum 6  in the 

plot when black hawk for the second back down. It can be seen the prolog quoted 

below : 

“super 64, you are right? 

“i am getting movement in these pedals, check the systems again” 

“we lost the tail rotor! It‟s gone 

“we‟re going down” 

(Datum 6, 01:12:53) 

From the quotation above the writer can see when black hawk for the second back 

down, it makes American army increasingly worried. But they continued their 

attacked. 

g. Datum 7 

One of the intra-state conflict portrayed in this movie is when the one the characters 

Major General William F Garrison feels worried with his troops. It can be seen the 

prolog quoted below : 

“Ground forces have occupied several buildings along Road but they‟re all 

spread out” 

“eversman‟s chalks four has set up a perimeter around wolcots crash site” 

“Captain Steel and about 40 men, Rangers are here. A couple blocks away, 

they get critical injury” 

(Datum 7, 01:21:57) 

From the quotation above the writer can see when character is Major General William 

F Garrison in which he feels worried with his troops. He though about how to resolve 

the war and help the troops still in somalia. 

h. Datum 8 

One of the intra-state conflict portrayed in this movie is when one of the characters 

Colonel Mcknight leader convoy still stuck in Somalia. And the writer also found the 
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related intra-state conflict when Aidid forces and convoy forces still another attack. It 

can be seen the prolog quoted below : 

“they‟re trying to get us fucking killed” 

“just get it over, Drive ! 

(Datum 8, 01:30:19)  

 

 
(Datum 8, 01:29:01) 

From the quotation above the writer can see when character is Colonel Mcknight 

leader convoy still stuck in Somalia. They are still attacking even though some of 

their have been injured. They are trapped.   

2. Description of Extra-state conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down 

Based on the analysis of the data about state conflit, the writer found one 

datum that described about the Extra-state conflict . The datum below is categorised 

as Extra-state conflict as these data talked about the conflict happen between a state 

member of the international system and a political entity (not a system member) 

outside of its territorial boundaries. Below are the description of the data : 

a. Datum 9 

One of the extra-state conflict portrayed in this movie as described in datum 9 below 

the plot when Somalia resident take food. And the writer also found scene the related 
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with extra-state conflict when Aidid forces shot one by one Somalia resident. It can 

be seen the prolog quoted below : 

“there, technicals, nine „oclock” 

“chief, we got unarmed civilians getting shot down here at nine o‟clock” 

“i got matt, i dont think we can touch this” 

(Datum 9, 00:04:13) 

 

 
(Datum 9, 00:03:57) 

From the quotation above the writer can see when plot and scene is Somalia resident 

take food, but Aidid forces shot one by one somalia resident and they said this food 

the property of Mohamed Farrah Aidid and go back to your home. 

3. Description of Inter-state conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down 

Based on the analysis of state conflict, related to the data about Inter-state 

conflict found in the movie, the writer found two data that described about the Intra-

state conflict. In general, the data below are categorised as Inter-state conflict as these 

data talked about the conflict between two governments implying their respective two 

armed forces. Below are the description of the data :  
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a. Datum 10 

The writer found characters that related with inter-state conflict portrayed in this 

movie when Major General William F Garrison plan to ask for help to Pakistan and 

Malaysia. It can be sen the prolog quoted below : 

“Wee need the 10th mountain in there, everything they got Pakistan and  

Malaysia. I want their tank and APC” 

“They dont know we‟ve gone in” 

“Once they‟ve assembled, we‟ll move our men out of the hostile area and 

back to the Pakistan staduim the safe area” 

(Datum 11, 01:31:36) 

From the qoutation above the writer can see when characters Major General William 

F Garrison plan to ask for help to Pakistan and Malaysia so that help troops still 

trapped in Somalia. 

b. Datum 11 

The writer found plot the related with inter-state conflict portrayed in this movie 

when 10th mountain arrived in Somalia. It can be seen the prolog quoted below: 

“The convoy is come here” 

“sergean Eversmann i hear you needed a lift? 

“yes sir” 

“Being your wonded and start loading them up! 

“we get the pilot bodies out, and then we go to stadium” 

“10th mountain provides security for armous walks us out the dangerous 

zone” (Datum 11, 02:01:25) 

From the quotation above the writer can see when 10th mountain arrived in Somalia. 

They‟re will help american troops.   

B. Discussion 

The data were analyzed using descriptive qualitative method of content 

analysis. In this part of the writer discussed the findings in the movie “Black Hawk 

Down”. The writer identifed state conflict based on the theory of Folarin (2013:16). 
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As the result, the writer found the description of state conflict in the movie, which in 

general could be described into three categories of state conflict. Those are Intra-state 

conflict, Inter-state conflict and Extra-state conflict. The following is the description 

of state conflicts in more details. 

1. Description of intra-state conflict in the movie Black Hawk Down 

In the movie “Black Hawk Down” the writer found eight Data about  intra-

state conflict. These entire data which later explained on another part of this research 

lead us to the types of state conflict put by Black Hawk Down in the movie. 

Intra-State Conflict is the most common state conflict and occurs between the 

armed forces of the government and an opposing civil organized group, within the 

state borders. These Intra-state conflict was caused by several factor including the 

previous conflict preceding the present conflict. In this case  before the conflict 

between the American army with Aidid troops in Somalia. Years of warfare among 

rival clans causes famine on a biblical scale. 300.000 civillians die of starvation. 

Muhammad Farah Aidid the most powerful of the worlds, rules the capital 

Mogadishu. Aidid feels the American army intervened in Somalia, so there was 

conflict between the American army with Aidid troops. The mission is planned to last 

for only 30 minutes suddenly lasts for 18 hours, and is increasingly complicated  

because two UH-60 "Black Hawk" helicopters down. Thousands of Somali troops 

began to attack the American army. Recorded,18 Americans were killed and more 

than 500 Somali troops were killed in the war. 18 American casualties may not be 

comparable to 500 Somalia troops, as the resistance by the Somali forces to be 
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successful.  They managed to knock down two UH-60 “Black Hawk”' helicopters, 

shoot dead and kidnap some troops, it can be said that the American army succeeded 

in submitting to the attack carried out by somalia troops who in fact as ordinary 

civilians. 

These findings are in line with the statement from Folarin (2013:16) in which 

he said conflicts are often driven by ethnic, religious or ideological incompatible 

position. This intra-state conflict is confined within the borders of a sovereign state. 

Such economic factors as land, uneven development, resource control and revenue-

sharing formula could cause a conflict within a state. 

Datum 1, was included character the related with intra-state conflict because, 

characters Aidid in which he feels angry with US marines. From the statement seen in 

the finding that Aidid does not want US marines to intervened. But US marines still 

send food to Somalia resident. So there was a war between US marines with Aidid 

troops. Hearing the plan of aidid want to attack US marines, US marines first plan to 

attack aidid and they think it will be easy. They can finish this war lasted only 30 

minutes. 

US marines are planning to send its elite force delta force to capture aidid and other 

units of army rangers and grounded SOAR (Special Operation Aviation Regiment) 

ground flight in this mission. This mission lasted three weeks delayed to six weeks 

because it is difficult to find aidid. This analysis included types of state conflict is 
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Intra-state conflict. Related to the data about intra-state conflict happened between 

American army and Aidid‟s troops in Somalia (Folarin, 2013:16). 

Datum 2,  the writer found plot the related with intra-state conflict, when they 

plan (US marines) mission before attacked the aidid‟s building. Heard aidid feels 

angry because they intervened to send food so that aidid would  war with him. Us 

marines accept the challenge, they plan to attack first aidid building. From the finding 

statement, shows that the us marines are dividing tasks to each of his troops. Before 

that, all American troops were trained for a year. Atto who is a helpid troops for 

useless usines marines keep trying to catch aidid because war in somalia is their way 

to victory. So us marines do not have to interfere. This analysis included type‟s of 

state conflict is Intra-state conflict. 

Datum 3, the writer found plot the related with intra-state conflict, when US 

marines arrived to somalia. They are ready to attacked Aidid and his troops.  When 

they arrived there are some helpid troops who know their existence. From the 

statement finding, shows that the us marines gave orders to his troops.  In this war 

there are 2 troops namely the ground troops in the form of Humvee and Truck while 

the air force in the form of helicopter sirkorsky UH-60 black hawk and helicopter 

hughes 500 "little bird" major general william f garrison give orders to his troops. 

They are very confident of winning the war in, they only take 30 minutes to complete 

this war. They are very optimistic. 
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 The writer also found related with scene when their helicopters will enter the 

Somalia (Mogadishu) area of Bakara market, a civilian give the news that the 

American army is beginning to attack. When he (the leader of the war disomalia) 

heard a number of helicopter sounds pass by phone, he immediately ordered his men 

who are mostly civilians to get ready to fight the troops of the US marines. Somali 

troops with AK-47 and RPG, they began to burn the tires so as to make the US 

marines  in the helicopter know that it is a sign that they (Somali troops) have known 

the arrival of US troops. The war began, one by one personnel Rangers and Delta 

Force began to descend from the Black Hawk plane. But the operation was 

successfully paralyzed by civil society. The confusion occurred, one by one warag 

civil hit. They armed RFG which has a tremendous explosive power. American 

troops began falling victimized. This analysis included types of state conflict is Intra-

state conflict (Folarin, 2013:16) focused in plot and scene. 

Datum 4, the writer considered that intra-state conflict the related with scene, 

scene when black hawk property of american down. When a UH-60 black hawk 

sikorsky helicopter that is super six-one is taking down the American soldiers, 

suddenly an RPG about a super six-one tail. Consequently the six-one was hit by a 

roclet propelled grenade (RPG) and lost control. This war began to falter as black 

hawk fell while doing rappelling plunge from helicopter. So, the pilot black hawk 

helicopter suddenly maneuvered to avoid the RPG being fired. Therefore three 

Humvee units in the lead sergeant Jeff Strueker were ordered to break away from the 
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convoy to pick up balck hawk, Both pilots were killed while two other crew were 

injured. 

Datum 5, tells about intra-state conflict related with plot. Plot happened after 

black hawk down. They continue the war. Although there are some American soldiers 

wounded and some even died. They were still fighting, their hands were destroyed by 

RPG bullets, one of the rangers was then killed with a broken half and blood covered 

with explosions from somalia weapons. Ground troops finally ordered to the location 

of the helicopter crash. In fact, their group was badly injured, while the humvee 

sergeant jeff struecker made it back to headquarters and immediately jumped back to 

Somalia after cleaning the vehicle and filling the ammunition. From the statement 

findings, shows that (“Hey wilkie, what the situation in there? ) the ground troop 

members of the ranger troops managed to reach the location of the helicopter crash. 

They form a line of defense to await the evacuation. 

Datum 6, present intra-state conflict related with the plot. When black hawk 

(super six-four) was shot by the RPG as well. Therefore two members of sniper SFC 

delta Randy Sugart and Gary Gordon give embrassed to descend to the location of the 

helicopter, but they are only three with the pillot they are finally unable to fight the 

number of militias who came finally super six -four fell. Stugart and Gordon were 

killed and the pilot survived. But ground troops were unable to reach the site of the 

second helicopter. Although the pilot survived but he was arrested and found by aidid 

troops. When the Durrant is conscious of his unconscious, after one aidid army 
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speaks with the Durrant, he says that he and somalia will continue against the 

American forces even he says he will kill all the American troops. 

Datum 7, present intra-state conflict related character. Character Major 

General William F Garrison feels worried with his trops. He though about how to 

resolve the war and help the troops still in somali. Some delta force and ranger 

trapped in somalia blockade. They took refuge in a building with severe injuries. 

According to the statement of finding, it appears that the character M. G thought of 

how to save his troops are still trapped disomalia. There are some troops that are still 

standby, they are waiting for orders from M.G  finally give orders to his troops to 

rescue his colleagues who are still trapped there. While M.G thought of another way 

to save his army. This analysis include types of state conflict is Intra-state conflict. 

Datum 8, the writer found character the related with intra-state conflict. 

Character Mcknight (leader convoy) still stuck in Somali. They are still attacking 

even though some of their have been injured. Some delta force and ranger trapped in 

somalia blockade, including colonel mcknight members of a team of four suffered 

severe injured to her thighs, so he needed pressure on him thighs. If not, the blood 

continues to flow like a fountain. Things get harder, jamie's wounds are getting 

worse. Help does not come because they use Morphine. Jamie finally died at 20:12 

after enduring several hours. 

The writer also found related with scene when situation there was even more 

chaotic, the war was not finished, the aidid troops getting stronger shot him. Finally 
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the group Mcknight surrendered and returned to headquarters. He brought many 

wounded troop members. This analysis include types of state conflict is Intra-state 

conflict (Folarin, 2013:16). 

2. Description of Extra-state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down” 

In the movie “Black Hawk Down” the writer found just one datum that 

described Extra-state conflit. These entire data which later explained on another part 

of this research lead us to the types of state conflict in Black Hawk Down in the 

movie. 

These Extra-state conflict was caused by several factors including Many years 

of prolonged war that caused hunger, estimated at 300,000 people and 1.5 million 

people suffered. This war is on the back of a dictatorial regime of rebel groups who 

control significant sectors of Somalia. These findings in line with the statement 

Folarin (2013:16) in which he said Extra-State conflict, occurs between a state 

member of the international system and a political entity (not a system member) 

outside of its territorial boundaries. Extra-state is: state vs. independent non-state 

actor. 

Datum 9, tells about extra-state conflict related with plot. When somali 

resident take food, but Aidid forces shot one by one somali resident and they said this 

food the property of Mohamed Farah Aidid and go back to your home. 

Before, in somalia there had been a prolonged war that caused hunger, 300,000 

people were killed. Mohammad Farah Aidid the head of the government wants to 

control the whole region of Mogadishu. He prevents all food aid, hunger is his 
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weapon. This war caused agricultural destruction in Somalia. Food aid is often sent to 

stop hunger, but the food is taken by aidid forces. This factor caused hunger, 

estimated at 300,000 people and 1.5 million people suffered. This war is on the back 

of a dictatorial regime of rebel groups who control significant sectors of Somalia. 

Because the rebels controlled the aid, the people would inevitably have to follow the 

orders of the rebel regime if it were to end their hunger. The writer also found with 

related with scene when Aidid‟s force shot one by one Somalia resident. This analysis 

included types of state conflict is Extra-state conflict (Folarin, 2013:16). 

3. Description of Inter-state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down” 

In the movie “Black Hawk Down” the writer found two data that described 

Inter-state conflict. These entire data which later explained on another part of this 

research lead us to the types of state conflict put by Black Hawk Down in the movie. 

Inter-State Conflict, occurs between two governments implying their respective two 

armed forces (S Folarin. 2013:16) 

 These Inter-state conflict was caused by several factors including When the 

American army suffered a losing battle with this mission so that the Major General 

William F Garrison decided to with draw its troops and ask for help to the 10th 

mountain to free prisoners of war, the pilot of Black Hawk. The American army did 

not fight against the Somalia troops because of mental American troops are very 

devastated because the American army has been defeated by the troops somalia who 

never undergone special training as did the American army. 
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These findings are in line with the statement from Folarin (2013:16) in which 

he said Inter-sate conflict can be caused by territorial encroachment by another state, 

breakdown of diplomatic ties, exportation of toxic or contrabands to another country, 

etc. 

Datum 10, was included character related with inter-state conflict. Characer 

Major General William F Garrison plan to ask for the help to Pakistan and Malaysia. 

Because Major General William F Garrison feels worried about his troops still stuck 

in somalia. He will do anything for his troops to be free. Major General William F 

Garrison asks for help to the 10th mountain because the Aidid forces committed acts 

of violence against the American forces and carried out the kidnapping. The position 

of us marines in critical condition and expected to be out of somalia region. Although 

initially the war went well, until finally the aidid troops know the existence of us 

marines and told his troops to fight us marines. The resistance that the aidid forces 

did was successful. They (aidid troops) managed to get two American helicopters, 

shot dead and kidnapped several American troops, thus making Major General 

William F. Garrison worried and asking for help to the 10th Mountain.  

Datum 11, tells about inter-state conflict with the plot. When 10th mountain 

arrived in somalia, they‟re will help american troops. They leave by Tank and Panzer 

at night from Pakistan Stadium to the location of US soldiers whose goal is to pick up 

and rescue the surviving US troops. Somalia troops surrounded the location of the 

usines defense in form at the location of the first helicopter crash. To help the AH-6J 

Little Bird helicopter from the 160th SOAR unity of "Night Stalkers" showering 
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shots and rockets into the already-marked aidid army camp. They survived until 10th 

mountain aid came along with UN troops from Pakistan and Malaysia. As the 10th 

Mountain Division team came and evacuated injured victims and soldiers into Tanks 

and Panzers. Because inside the Tank and Panzer is full, then the surviving soldiers 

have to run along the Tank to Pakistani Stadium. When they were running and going 

into Pakistan Stadium, they were cheered by the Somali population and finally they 

survived and reached the Paskitan Stadium.  

The writer also compared this research with previous findings. In this research 

the similarity between Tuti (2008) in her thesis “An Analysis Conflict Erich Segals 

Love Story” and Fitri (2014) in her thesis, “Lady American‟s Internal Conflict in 

Kiera Cass‟s novel “The Elite”. The entire these are using conflict, analysis theory 

which is focused toTuti find to the main character and Fitri find described kind of 

internal conflict. The result of these research show the dominat analyze the conflict 

generally. While the differences contains in the aspect of the conflict which used in 

the research. First, Tuti used described the conflict that occurs on the main character 

in the love story and the second, Fitri used aspect how to Lady american in Kiera 

cass‟s novel “the eliite” and decribed kind of internal conflict that happen in kiera 

cass‟s novel „the elite”. In contrast with previous findings which used novel as the 

object of the research, this research uses movie as the object of the research and only 

the focuses on state conflict. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTION 

This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After findings and 

discussion about types of state conflict in the movie “Black Hawk Down” , the writer 

presents conclussion and suggestion as follow :  

A. Conclussion 

Based on the findings and suggestion in previous chapter, the writer 

concluded as follow : 

In the movie “Black Hawk Down”, the writer found several description of  

state conflict based on Folarin‟s theory about state conflict. Those description 

can be categorised into several of types of conflict. Those are Intra-state 

conflict, Inter-state conflict, Non-state conflict and Extra-state conflict. In this 

research, the writer found eight Intra-state conflict, two inter-state conflict and 

one extra-state conflict, the writer did not find any data related to Non-state 

conflict. 

There are several causes of those conflict as depicted in the movie. These 

Intra-state conflicts ware caused by several factors including the previous 

conflict preceding the present conflict. In this case before the conflict between 

the American army with Aidid troops in Somalia. Years of warfare among 

rival clans causes famine on a bablical scale. Aidid feels the American army 

intervened in Somalia, so there was conflict between the American army with 

Aidid troops.  The extra-state conflict is caused by several factors including 
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many years of prolonged war that caused hunger, estimated at 300.000 people 

and 1,5 million people suffered. The inter-state conflict was caused by several 

factors including when the American army suffered a losing battle with this 

mission so that the Major General William F Garrison decided to with draw 

it‟s troops and ask for help to the 10th mountain to free prisoners of war, the 

pilot of Black Hawk. 

B.  Suggestion 

Based on the analysis and conclussion before, the writer would like to give 

some suggestion as follow : 

1. The readers should be able to increase their reading to find out more described 

of state conflict and increase their knowledge about state conflict.  

2. The lecturers especially for English and Literature Department should give 

more explanations about state conflict theory, then how to differentiate with 

another theory in studying English literature. 

3. The researcher expects to the next researcher to analyze more than this 

research. This researcher should be able to improve this research to find out 

all described of state conflict in another literary work with using this theory. 
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Transcript Movie “BLACK HAWK DOWN” 

Screenplay- Ken Nolan, Author- Mark Bowden, Director-Ridley Scott, Producer- 

Jerry Bruckheimer. 

Chapter 1. (Food distribution centre) 

Busch-There, technicals, 9:00 

(Somali shouting, indistinct) 

Eversmann- Oh shit, did you see that? Chief, we've got unarmed civilians getting shot 

down here at 9:00. 

Durant-I got it Matt. I don't think we can touch this. 

(Somali- This food is the property of Mohamed Farrah Aidid; Go back to your 

homes.) 

Durant-Command Super 6-4, we got militia shooting unarmed civilians down at the 

food distribution centre. Request permission to engage. 

Man over Radio-Super 6-4, are you taking fire over? 

Durant-Negative command. 

Man over Radio-UN's jurisdiction, 6-4. We cannot intervene, return to base. Over 

Durant-Roger. 6-4 returning. 

(Somali militia- laughing) 

Chapter 2. 

(Bakara Market) 

(Somali-Ready Mr. Atto) 

Atto-mm. 

Hoot-Leaving. 

(Somali driver-Sir!) 

Atto-Keep driving. I'm going to be late, call you back. 

(Atto's cell) 

Atto-General Garrison 

Garrison-No thanks, I got one. 

Atto-But these are Cuban. Bolivar Belicoso. 
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Garrison-So is this. 

Atto-(laughs) - Miami my friend, is not Cuba. I see not catching Aidid is becoming a 

routine. 

Garrison-We weren't trying to catch Aidid, we were trying to catch you. 

Atto-Me? But am I that important? I hardly think so. 

Garrison-You're just a businessman. 

Atto-Trying to make a living. 

Garrison-selling guns to Aidids militia. 

Atto-You've been here what, 6 weeks? 6 weeks you are trying to catch the General. 

you put up reward posters. 25,000 dollars. What is this, gunfight at the KO corral? 

Garrison-It's uhh- It's the OK corral. 

Atto-Do you think bringing me in would make him suddenly come to you? Make him 

more agreeable? Hmm? 

Garrison-Well you know where he sleeps. You pay for his bed, much less his militia. 

We're not leaving Somalia until we find him. And we will find him. 

Atto-Don't make the mistake of thinking that just because I grew up without running 

water I am simple General. I do know something about History. See all this, it is 

simply shaping tomorrow. A tomorrow without a lot of Arkansas white boy's ideas in 

it. 

Garrison-Well, I wouldn't know about that, I'm from Texas. 

Atto-Mr. Garrison, I think you shouldn't have come here. This is civil war; this is our 

war, not yours. 
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Garrison-300,000 dead, and counting. That's not war Mr. Atto, that's genocide. Now 

you enjoy that tea, you hear. 

-How did he strike you? 

Cribbs-Urbane, sophisticated, cruel. 

Garrison-Yeah, he's a good catch. It'll take some time, but Aidid will feel the loss. 

Cribbs-I'm not sure time is something we got in great supply. 

Garrison-This isn't Iraq, you know. Much more complicated than that. 

Cribbs-Boss, most of Washington might disagree. I'm just saying, they've been 

calling for these dang situation reports every morning this week. 

Garrison-Well tell them the situation is, uh, fragile. 

Chapter 3. 

(Suspicious Minds- I can't walk out) 

Wolcott-Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Cliff "Elvis" Wolcott, and I will be your 

pilot this afternoon. Federal regulations have designated this a non-smoking Black 

Hawk Helicopter. For those of you enrolled in our Mogadishu Frequent Flyer 

Programme, you'll be earning 100 free credits this afternoon, and as always, air 

sickness bags are located in the seat back in front of you. 

Briley- Number one indications are good Cliff. 

Wolcott- Put her on two. 

(Helicopter takes off, with Sanderson, Shughart and Gordon on board) 

Durant-Super Six One, go to UHF secure. I've got some bad news. 

Wolcott-Limo is a word, Durant. I don't want to hear about it. 

Durant-It is not a word. It's not in the dictionary. 

Wolcott-Limo is a word in common usage. That is the key phrase in scrabble, my 

friend. 

Durant-No! If it's not in the dictionary, it doesn't count. 

Cliff Wolcott-It doesn't have to be in the dictionary! 

Durant-It does have to be in the dictionary! Listen, when we get back to base, it's 

coming off the board. 

Cliff Wolcott-You touch my limo and I'll spank you, Night Stalker. You hear me? 

Durant-Yeah. Promises. 

Blackburn-That's a nice beach down there. How's the water? 

Durant-Yeah, it's warm, and loaded with sharks. 

(Cut to office- Grimes and Blackburn) 
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Grimes-Name? 

Blackburn-Todd 

Grimes-Last name? 

Blackburn-Blackburn 

Grimes-First name Todd 

Blackburn- So what's it like? 

Grimes-What's what like? 

Blackburn- Mogadishu, the fighting? 

Grimes-Serial number? 

Blackburn-72163427 

Grimes-Firstly it's the Mog, or simply Mog. No one calls it Mogadishu here. I 

wouldn't know about the fighting, so don't ask. 

Blackburn-Why not? 

Grimes-Didn't I just say don't ask? Look kid, you look you're about 12, so let me 

explain something to you. I have a rare and mysterious skill that precludes me from 

going on the missions. 

Blackburn-Typing 

Grimes-Can you type? 

Blackburn-No. 

Grimes-Date of Birth? 

Blackburn-2-27-75. Well I'm here to kick some ass. 

(Cut to Desert- Hoot on a bike) 

Man-Lets bring him in. 

Hoot-Nice man, very smooth. 

Gordon-Single shot through the engine block. 

Hoot-Shit that's a shame that was a nice jeep. 

(Cut to hangar, and training) 

Eversmann-Cease fire. Cease fire. Check your weapons. 

Grimes-Sgt Eversmann. Sgt. 

Eversmann-Yeah? 

Blackburn-Pfc Blackburn. 

Eversmann-Yeah? 

Blackburn-Reporting for duty. 

Eversmann-Not to me you're not, you're reporting to Lt Beales, he should be around 

here somewhere. 

Grimes-Can I leave him with you? 

Eversmann-Yeah, go ahead. You brought your weapon. 

Blackburn-Yes sir. Want me to shoot, I'm rested. 
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Eversmann-When did you get in? 

Blackburn-Just now Sgt. 

(Cut to Black Hawk again) 

Hoot-Hey, who's hungry? 

Chapter 4. (Hangar) 

Steele-What is this Sgt? Another taxpayer funded Delta safari? 

Sanderson-Not if General Garrison's asking. 

Steele-Well, I'm asking. 

Sanderson-Have a nice meal Cpt. 

Blackburn-Hey man, theres a line. 

Hoot-I know. 

Blackburn-Well, this isn't the back of it. 

Hoot-Hey, I know. 

Steele-Sgt, Sgt! Whats going on here? 

Hoot- Oh, just some aerial target practise sir. Didn't want to leave it behind. Steele-

I'm talking about your weapon. Delta or no Delta, thats a hot weapon. You know 

better than that. Safety should be on at all times on base. 

Hoot-Well this is my safety sir. (Shows index finger) 

Sanderson-Let it go sir, the guy hasn't eaten in a couple of days. 

Steele-You Delta boys are a bunch of undisciplined cowboys. Let me tell you 

something Sgt. When we get on the 5 yard line. You're gonna need my rangers, so 

y'all better learn to be team players. We're done here. 

Pilla (imitating Steele)-Speak up, you say this is your safety? Well this is my boot 

son, and it will fit up your ass with the proper amount of force. 

(Ranger)-Is that a Jersey accent? 

Pilla-C'mon guys, I'm trying to do this, give me a break. (imitating Steele)- Take 

those sunglasses of soldier, if Delta want to wear Oakleys, thats their business. I don't 

want to see them on you again, hoo-ah? 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah. 

Pilla (imitating Steele)-Is that a hot weapon? 

Gordon-Is that your move? 

Shughart-Is my hand on the piece? 

Gordon-I can mate you in three whatever you do. 

Shughart-I'd keep my eye on that queen before counselling with others. 

Gordon-She's just lying in wait. 
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Busch-Griz, yikes. Its good your really improving. If I may make a suggestion, 

observation. It's a childrens book right? 

Griz-Right. 

Busch-They are not supposed to scare the living shit out of the children. 

Griz-This is the part of the story where our knight, our warrior, is about to slay the 

one-eyed dragon. Thats scary. Besides my daughter loves this stuff. 

Busch-I thought you finished that last week. 

Griz-You done? 

Pilla (imitating Steele)-Hey we are at the 10 yard line here men.You understand? Can 

you count? 1, 2, 10, OK? Where are my running backs? 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah! 

Pilla (imitating Steele)-Where are my running backs? 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah! 

Pilla (imitating Steele)-Hey, I didn't see you in church on sunday soldier. You got 

something more important to do. Not on Sunday you don't. Not anymore. I will make 

you believe you understand. 

Steele-Pretty funny hoo-ah? 

(Few Rangers)-Hoo-ah. 

Steele-It was a good impression. I recognise myself. Alright carry on. Quick word, 

Spec. 

Pilla-Sir 

Steele-Tell me, Pilla. You understand why we have a chain of command, don't you? 

Pilla-Roger that sir. 

Steele-Cos if I ever see you undermining it again. You'll be cleaning latrines with 

your tongue until you can't taste the difference between shit and frenchfries. Are we 

clear? Pilla-Hoo-ah sir. 

Steele-Alright. 

Beales-Listen to this, if one skinny kills another skinny, his clan owes the dead guys 

clan a hundred camels. A hundred camels. 

Waddell--Camels, I wouldn't pay one camel. 

> Galentine-Must be a lot of fucking camel debt. Is that really true Lt? 

Beales-Well, ask Sgt Eversmann. He likes the skinnies. 

Galentine-Sgt Eversmann, you really like tha skinnies? 

Eversmann-It's not that I like 'em or I don't like 'em. I respect them. 

Kurth-See what you guys fail to realise is that the Sgt here is a bit of an idealist. He 

believes in this mission down to his very bones don't you Sgt? 

Eversmann-Look, these people, they have no jobs. No food, no education, no future. I 

just figure that-- I mean we have two things that we can do. We can help or we can sit 

back and watch a country destroy itself on CNN. Right? 

Kurth-I don't know about you guys, but I was trained to fight, you trained to fight 

Sgt? 

Eversmann-Well, I think I was trained to make a difference Kurth. 
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Beales-Like the man said, he's an idealist. Wait this is my favourite part. 

TV- Stay away from the cans, die gas pumper 

Beales-(laughs) (coughs and collapses) 

Schmid-Beales! No, no, no, no, no, Stay back. Stay back. Wilkie, he's having a 

seizure, put something in his mouth. Hey John, its OK, John its OK, its OK. 

Chapter 5. (Prayer) (Cut to hangar) 

Steele-Well, he'll be fine, but not in this army. He's out of the game, he's epileptic, 

going home. I'm putting you in charge of his chalk. You got a problem with that? 

Eversmann-No sir. 

Steele-Now it's a big responsibility, your men are going to look to you to make the 

right decisions. Their lives depend on it. All right. 

Eversmann-Rangers lead the way, sir. 

Steele-All the way. Good luck Sgt. 

(Bakara Market) (Cut to meeting) 

Garrison-The long anticipated meeting of Aidid's senior cabinet, may take place 

today at 1500 hours. 

Chapter 6. (Meeting-cont.) 

Garrison- I say may because as we all know by now, with the intel we get on the 

streets, nothing is certain. This is actual intel, confirmed by three sources. Two tier 

one personalities may be present. Omar Salad, Aidid's top political advisor, and Abdi 

Hassan Awale, interior minister. These are the guys we're after. Today we go. Same 

mission template as before. 15:45 assault force Delta will infiltrate the target building 

and seize all suspects within. Sercurity force ranger, four ranger chalks under the 

command of Cpt Steele will rope in at 15:46 and hold a four corner perimeter around 

the target building. No one gets in or out, extraction force Lt Cnl MkKnights humvee 

column will drive into the city at 15:47 on Hawaldig road and hold just short of the 

Olympic Hotel. Wait for the green light. Now, once Delta gives the word, MkKnights 

column will move to the target building and load the prisoners on flatbed trucks. 

Immediately after the prisoners are loaded, the four ranger chalks will collapse back 

to the target building, load up on humvees and the entireground force will exfil the 

three miles back to base. Mission time from incursion to extraction, no longer than 30 

minutes. Now, I had requested light armour and AC-130 specter gunships, but 

Washington in all its wisdom decided against this. Too high-profile. So Black Hawks 

and little birds will provide air cover with miniguns and 2.75 rockets. Cnl Harrell. 

Harrell-In the C-2 bird, Cnl Matthews will co-ordinate the air mission and I will co-

ordinate ground forces. Cnl Matthews. 

Matthews-Mission launch codeword is "Irene", Questions? 
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Hoot-Which building is it sir? 

Garrison-Exactly which building we're confirming right now. Somewhere around the 

Bakara Market. I don't choose the times or places of their meetings. 

Hoot-I didn't say a word sir. 

Garrison-Make no mistake. Once you're in the Bakara Market, you're in an entirely 

hostile district. Don't underestimate their capabilities. We'll be going through friendly 

neighbourhoods before we hit the market. So remember the rules of engagement: no 

one fires, unless fired upon. Let's go get this thing done. Good luck Gentlemen. 

Matthews-What's the matter Danny? Something you don't like? 

McKnight: No Specter Gunships, Daylight instead of night. Late afternoon they're all 

fucked up on Khat? Only part of the city Aidid can mount a serious counter attack on 

short notice? What's not to like?  

Harell: Life is imperfect!  

McKnight: For you two, circling 500 feet in the air is imperfect. Down in the street, 

it's unforgiving.  

(Hangar) 

Eversmann: What the fuck, Smith?  

Smith: Well? 

Eversmann: "Well" what? 

Smith: We going? 

Eversmann: Why should I tell you that? 

Smith: Because I'm me! 

Eversmann-Yeah. 3:00. Downtown. Bakara market. 

Smith- All right. 

Eversmann-Listen Smith, I need you to back me up out there today, all right? Keep 

sharp. 

Smith-Yes sir, Sgt Eversmann. 

Eversmann-All right. 

Smith-Ev, it's gonna be nothing man, nothing. 

Grimes-It's all in the grind, Sizemore. Can't be too fine. Can't be too coarse. This, my 

friend, is a Science. I mean you're looking at the guy that believed all the 

commercials. You know. About the "be all you can be." I made coffee through Desert 

storm. I made coffee through Panama while everyone else got to fight. Got to be a 

ranger. Now it's "Grimesy, black, one sugar" or "Grimesy, got a powdered 

anywhere?" What happened to you? 

Sizemore-Pingpong accident. 

Grimes-What? 

Sizemore-So guess what? Your wish has been granted. You're going out today. 

Grimes-You're fucking me. 
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Sizemore-You're taking my place assisting the 60 gunner. Sgt Eversmann said to get 

your stuff and get ready. Its what you wanted isn't it? 

Grimes-Oh yeah, hell yeah. 

Eversmann-Grimesy,I want you to stick with Waddell, and give him the ammo he 

needs. Hoo-ah. 

Grimes-Hoo-ah. 

Waddell-I wouldn't worry about that. Generally speaking, Somalis can't shoot for 

shit. 

Galentine-Don't worry about it. Just watch out for the sammys throwing the fucking 

rocks and you'll be fine. Might even be fun. 

Kurth-D-Boys gonna do their thing. All we got to do is cover them, choppers cover 

us and we'll be alright. 

Eversmann-Look, you guys, I know this is my first time as chalk leader. But it's not 

our first time out together. This is serious. We're rangers, not some sorry-ass JROTC. 

We're elite, let's act like it out there. Hoo-ah? 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah! 

Eversmann-Any questions? We're gonna be OK. All right, grab your gear, let's move 

out. 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah. 

Nelson-You're not gonna need that dude. We're not out there long enough. 

Twombly-You're not gonna need that either, we'll be back before dark. You might as 

well take dope and beer instead. 

Grimes-What? 

Twombly-(laughs)-Ammo dude, take ammo. 

Joyce-Let me tell you something Grimes. You got about 50 pounds of gear as it is. 

You don't need another 12. Don't know about you but I'm not planning on getting 

shot in the back, running away. 

Grimes-Well, I'd better keep mine in. 

Eversmann-Hey Grimes, the most inportant thing. Just remember, when everybody 

else is shooting. Shoot in the same direction. All right. 

Joyce-Look at this man Ruiz, he's taping his blood type to his boot. That's bad luck. 

Ruiz-No that's smart. 

[Pulls out a death letter] 

Ruiz-All Delta do that. 

Joyce-That's bad luck too man. C'mon. Let's go. 

Ruiz-It's a good thing you're right handed Adonis, if not I don't know what you'd do. 

Sizemore-You're a funny guy man. I'm not taking no death letter. 

Ruiz-We have a deal. 
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Sizemore-I'll give it you back in an hour. 

Eversmann-Blackburn, You okay? 

Blackburn-Excited. In a good way. I've been training my whole life for this. 

Eversmann-You ever shot at anybody before?  

Blackburn-No Sir. 

Eversmann-Me neither. 

Chapter 7. (Bakara Market) 

Cribbs-You think he's reliable? 

Garrison-Well, we'll see. It's his first time out. Tell him to turn his damn radio off. 

(Man)-Yes sir, tell him to turn his radio off. 

Harrell-Abdi, you need to turn your radio off. 

(American home) 

Answering machine-Hi you've reached Stephanie and Randy, leave us a message, 

thank you. 

Shughart-Hey baby, it's me. You there? Pick up if you're there. I'm just calling to 

check up on you, make sure everythings alright. I'll call you in a couple of hours. You 

better not be sleeping. 

Gordon-Your move Randy. 

Shughart-I'm missing you. I love you baby. 

*Hangs Up* 

Stephanie-Hello, Hello? 

(Ranger)-Thanks bud. 

Eversmann-You know it's kind of funny. Beautiful beach, beautiful sun, could almost 

be a good place to visit. 

Hoot-Almost. 

Eversmann-You don't think we should be here? 

Hoot-You know what I think. It don't really matter what I think. Once that first bullet 

goes past your head, politics and all that shit just goes right out the window. 

Eversmann-I just want to do it right today. 

Hoot-Just watch your corner and get all your men back here alive. 

Garrison-Now, is this supposed to be the place or did his car just take a dump? 

Harrell-Abdi come in, Abdi can you hear me? Is this the place? Abdi come in. Can 

you hear me Abdi? Abdi come in is this the place? 

Abdi-To my right hand side above the cafe. 
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Harrell-Sir he says this is the building. 

Garrison-He's certain? 

Harrell-Abdi, you need to be sure, are you sure? 

Abdi-Well it's still down the road two blocks over on my left. But there's too many 

militia, if I go closer they might shoot me. 

Harrell-Now he's saying the buildings a couple of blocks down, but if he's seen 

outside it he'll be shot. 

Garrison-I'll fuckin' shoot him myself, a couple of blocks down. Tell him I want his 

skinny ass parked in front of the damn building. He's not getting paid until he does 

exactly that. 

McKnight-It's 3 miles to the target area. We're never off the main roads. At the K-4 

traffic circle, we turn north, then east on National, and we wait until extraction of 

prisoners is complete here. Then we roll up in force on Hawlwadig. We load up the 

prisoners and then the assault and blocking forces, and bring 'em back. Home in an 

hour, OK? Now there will be some shootin', the Bakara Market is the wild west. But 

be careful what you shoot at because people do live there. Hoo-ah! 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah! 

Garrison-Last one of these guys, shot himself in the head playing Russian roulette in 

a bar. 

Harrell-Sir, the vehicle has stopped. 

Garrison-So this is the real deal. He's sure this time? 

Harrell-He sounds scared shitless. 

Garrison-Good. Thats always a good sign. 

Harrell-That's it, that's our signal. 

Garrison-All right. All QRF out of the airspace. 

Cribbs-All QRF out of the airspace. 

Chapter 8. 

Matthews-All units Irene, I say again Irene. 

(Man)-Check in when ready. Barbara 5-1 up and ready. Star 4-1 up and ready. 

Wolcott-Irene. 

(Man)-Copy Irene. 

Durant-Fuckin' Irene. 

Eversmann-Come on. 
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Garrison-Good luck boys. Be careful. No one gets left behind. 

Grimes-What's wrong? 

Eversmann-Nothing,he's just never done that before. 

Grimes-Aw fuck. 

McKnight-Let's go. Sgt Streucker, let's roll. 

(Somalis start to launch counter attack) 

Matthews-Two minutes. 

Eversmann-Two minutes. 

Grimes-Why are they burning tyres? 

Waddell-Signals to the militia, that we're coming. 

(Over Radio)-5-6, it looks like theres some friendlies on the ground. It looks like I've 

got intel on the voice intercept. 

Chapter 9. (In Black Hawks) 

Wolcott-One minute. 

Eversmann-One minute. 

Blackburn-What's that for? 

Nelson-Last rope, I almost bit my tongue off. 

Matthews-Touch base. 

(Over radio)-Two feet, one foot, clear. Little birds touching down at target. 

Eversmann-Ropes. Go! Go! Go! 

Matthews-Chalk one troops are on the deck. Chalk two deployed. 

McKnight-Uniform 6-4 approaching staging area. 

(Delta)-Get down! Stay Down! Down! Everybody Down! Down! 

Sanderson-Get down on the floor!  

Eversmann-Let's go! Let's go! 
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Crew Chief-Grimesy, No fear! 

Grimes-Oh, Yeah, right. 

Matthews-Rangers securing perimeter, four corners. 

Pilla-Cnl! They're shooting at us. Cnl they're shooting at us. 

McKnight-Well, shoot back. 

Durant-This is 6-4, Chalks on the ground, going into holding pattern. 

(Pilot)-This is 6-2,delivered chalks, going to cover pattern. 

Matthews-Super 6-2, tale up an overhead pattern to provide sniper cover. Over. 

(Pilot)-This is super 6-5, chalks on the groung going into holding pattern. 

Eversmann-Go, Blackburn. Go! Go! Go, Blackburn! RPG! 

Wolcott-Hold on. 

Blackburn-aah (falls) 

Eversmann-NO! 

Wolcott-C-2, we've got a man fallen. 

Matthews-Super 6-1, you're a sitting duck there. Take up overhead pattern to provide 

sniper cover. Over. 

Wolcott-Roger that 6-1 coming out. 

Eversmann-Blackburn! 

(Over Radio)-This is 1-3 go ahead. -I need you to move to the north of the street. 

Right to the north, right there. 

Eversmann-Doc! Doc Schmid! 

Galentine-Schmid, we've got a man hit. 

Schmid-Where's he hit? 

Eversmann-He's not, he fell. 

Schmid-What? 

Eversmann-He fell! 

Grime-Why aren't you shooting? 

Waddell-We're not being shot at yet! 

Grimes-How can you tell? 

Waddell-A hiss means it's close. If you hear a pop, then-now they're shooting at us! 
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Eversmann-Galentine! Get me Cpt Steele. Get me Cpt Steele. 

Galentine-Juliet 6-4, this is Juliet 2-5. Come in, over. 

Eversmann-Blackburn, can you hear me? 

Galentine-Juliet 6-4, this is 2-5. Come in. Over. I can't get him. 

Eversmann-Juliet 6-4, this is Chalk 4. We've got a man down and we need to get him 

out of here. Over. 

Steele-This is 6-4, say again 2-5. Over. 

Eversmann-We've got a man down. Over. 

Steele-Take a breath 2-5 and CALM DOWN. Over. 

Eversmann-MAN DOWN!! 

Steele-Missed your last 2-5. Say again. 

Eversmann-Fuck it. 

Schmid-Matt, it's a long way to the humvees. 

Eversmann-We'll get a stretcher in here, get him to the target building. 

Garrison-What did he say? 

Wolcott-This is super 6-1, we've got a man wounded on the ground. 

Eversmann-Stretcher. 

Schmid-Jamie, stretcher! 

Grimes(?)-Come on, come on. 

Joyce-Grab this end. Let's go. 

Eversmann-All right. Get him to the humvees, we'll hold down the corner. 

Joyce-Upto the humvees. Now. 

Eversmann-Go! Go! 

Waddell-Keep moving Grimes, run! 

Chapter 10. (Bakara Market) 

Hoot-Secure. 

Sanderson-Let's move out. Everybody up. Let's go. 

Waddell-Grimes RUN! 

Grimes-All right! 

Wolcott-C-2, this is super 6-1, beginning my orbit of the target area. 

Matthews-Roger that. 
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Wolcott-Kilo1-1, this is 6-1. Providing sniper cover for prisoner extraction. 

Hoot-Kilo 6-4. Green light. Ready for extraction. Over. 

Wolcott-Roger that Kilo 1-1, will relay. 

Garrison-That's it, we got 'em. 

Matthews-Uniform 6-4, ready for extraction. Over. 

McKnight-Roger that. There's the call. Let's move out. 

Struecker-Let's move out. Hold on. 

(Man Over Radio)-There's fire on the rooftops. 

McKnight-How much longer? 

Sanderson-5 minutes, sir. 

McKnight-What? 

Sanderson-5 minutes. 

McKnight-Nothing takes 5 minutes. What happened to him? 

Schmid-He fell. Missed the rope. 

McKnight-How'd he do that? Put him in that humvee, Grimes give him a hand. Let's 

go, let's move it. 

(Deltas)-Come on! Move! Come on! 

(Ranger 5.)(?)-Get him in there. Come on, get ready to move. 

(Over Radio)-We're ready for your prisoners. 

Sanderson-Move! Move! 

Grimes-Hey! Hey! 

Schmid-Grimes! Come on! 

Grimes-Wait! Wait! (Is almost hit by RPG) Fuck this!! 

Eversmann-Fuck. Aah, aah, (pulls out bullet) 

Sanderson-Hey! Come on! Move! 

McKnight-Romeo 6-4. I need to send out 3 humvees, with a critical casulty. He looks 

real bad. I need to evac now. 

Harrell-Roger that Uniform 6-4. We'll chop a team of gunships to you. Over. 

McKnight-Roger that. Hey Sanderson, I need extra security on these humvees. 

Hoot-I'll go. I'll take my team and make sure they get back OK. 
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McKnight-Do it. Struecker. Your lead humvee. 

Struecker-Hoo-ah. 

McKnight-Whew. 

(Over Radio)-First 3 vehicles mount up. We're moving back to base. 

McKnight-How are things going. Things OK there Struecker? 

Struecker-I don't wanna talk about it now Cnl. I'm busy. 

Thomas-Sgt Pilla's hit. Christ he's fucked up! 

McKnight-Is anyone hit? Struecker, talk to me. 

Struecker-It's Sgt Pilla. 

McKnight-What's his status? What's his status? 

Hoot-He's dead. 

Struecker-He's dead. Pilla's dead sir. 

McKnight-C-2, this is McKnight. We have a KIA, Dominic Pilla. Over. 

Harrell-Roger that. 

Struecker-Get on that 50. Someone get on the 50! 

Hoot-It's mine. 

Chapter 11. (Bakara Market) 

Busch-We got 3 guys with RPG's, coming up on your side now. 

Wolcott-STAY WITH IT! This is 6-1, I'm hit. I'm hit. 

Harrell- Super 6-1 is hit. Wolcott's bird is hit. 

Wolcott-You wanna, pull those PCL's offline or what? 

Briley-Right, Babe. 

Wolcott-6-1 going down. 6-1 going down. 

Matthews-6-1 is going down. He is going down. 

Harrell-Super 6-1 is going down. 6-1 going down. 6-1 is going down. 

Wolcott-Hold on! Aaah! (6-1 crashes) 

Harell-We got a Black Hawk down.We got a Black Hawk down 

Matthews-Super-6-1 is down. We got a bird down in the city. 

Harrell-Super 6-1 is on the deck now. 
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Garrison-Get an MH-6 on site. Check for survivors. Send in the SAR bird. I want 

ground forces to move and secure a new perimeter around that crash site. Can you 

guide the convoy in there?  

Matthews-Roger that. 

Garrison-Well move quick, the whole damn city will be coming down on top of them. 

Matthews-Star 4-1 come inbound and see if you can land at the can land at the crash 

site. 

(Star 4-1)-Roger that. Star 4-1 inbound. 

Garrison-We just lost the initiative. 

Steele-2-5, this is 6-4, come in over. 

Eversmann-This is 2-5. Over. 

Steele-2-5, Chalk 4 is closest to the crash site. Over. 

Eversmann-6-4 I can't see the crash site, over. 

Steele-2-5, it's due east of you. You WILL find it. Leave a security element in place. 

Take the rest of you chalk on foot to the crash. Chack for survivors and secure the 

area. All other chalks will follow. Over. 2-5, do you read me, over? 

Eversmann-Roger that. Galentine. Schmid. Go get Yurek. Get Twombly. Hey, theres 

a Black Hawk down. Twombly, Nelson, you're gonna stay here. You're gonna hold 

this corner and then exfil with the humvees. Galentine, Schmid, you're coming with 

me. All right? let's go. 

Nelson-How come I gotta stay back here? 

Eversmann-Because you're dependable. All right. Let's go. 

Nelson-I hate being dependable, man. 

Chapter 12. (Bakara Market cont.) 

Harrell-Juliet 2-5, hostiles advancing parallel west to your position. Be advised, 

women and children among them. Over. 

Eversmann-Hit the wall. 
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Waddell-Incoming! 

Eversmann-Grenade! Go. 

Wex-We've still got guys inside. 

Sanderson-All right, all right. I'm gonna go to the crash. 

Wex-You take the rest of the team. I'll finish loading the prisoners. 

Steele-Negative, you'll proceed to the crash site together. Secure the perimeter and 

wait for the humvees. Roger, sir? 

McKnight-Roger that. 

Steele-Follow my lead. Sgt, are you receiving me? 

Sanderson-Yeah I heard you. We should be leaving. Sir. 

McKnight-All right. We need to move out now. I'll finish loading the prisoners and 

pick you up at the crash site. 

Wex-All right. 

Steele-Let's move out. 

Sanderson-Move it out. Go! 

(Ranger)-Grimes! 

(Delta)-8:00 

Sanderson-Hey Grimes. Stay away from the walls. Hey Grimes? You OK? 

Grimes-Yeah. 

McKnight-Let's go Maddox. C-2 convoy moving out. 

Harrell-Roger that. 

McKnight-Maddox, look at these jerks, these idiots. Go, go. Right Maddox, right. 

Nelson-Twombly, the convoy's leaving. Hey Twombly! 
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Twombly-What? 

Nelson-I think they've forgotten us. 

Twombly-What? 

Nelson-Doesn't matter. 

(Radio)-6-3 confirm, we've got skinnies moving in from all directions. We need to 

get help to them now. 

Harrell-Indiginous personnel advancing towards Wolcott's crash site. 

Cribbs-Say again. Over. 

Harrell-A lot of people closing in. 

Garrison-How far is Chalk 4 from the crash site? 

Harrell-6 blocks sir. 

Garrison-Well they need to haul ass. 

(Ranger)(?)-Get down! Get down! 

Eversmann-Scotty, are you OK? No don't go back! Get down! Get down! 

Waddell-Technicals. 

Smith-Got 'em 

Waddell-6:00 move! move! 

Yurek-GO! Go, go, go. Go go. 

Smith-Com'on! 

(Ranger 7.)(?)-Yurek leaving! Yurek come on! 

Yurek-ssssh. 

Harrell-Uniform 6-4, left turn, left turn. 

McKnight-Romeo 6-4, I need to know before I get to the goddamn street. 
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Harrell-You have to slow down, there's a delay from the time directions are relayed 

from surveillance then to JOC then to me. 

McKnight-We can't slow down, we're taking heavy enemy fire. We can't slow down. 

Harrell-Danny, I'm getting information from Orion surveillance above. 

McKnight-So get me my fucking directions to the crash site. 

Harrell-Danny, hold on, I no longer have the best view of you route. 

McKnight-Then get your ass in the right place goddamnit! 

Garrison-What the hell is the status on Struecker's humvees? 

Cribbs-Cnl Harrell, ETA to base, Struecker's column? 

Harrell-ETA base, momentarily. 

(Rangers)-Open the gate. Get him out. Let's go, go. Come on. Watch his head. Easy. 

Blackburn, Blackburn can you here me? 

Matthews-Star 4-1 is at the crash site to evacuate the injured. Over. 

Cribbs- Roger that. 

Jones-I got you, I got you. Easy. 

Eversmann-Galentine are you all right? Galentine, Kurth, with me. Cover fire now. 

Waddell-Full cover! 

Eversmann-Hey Jones, how many are in there? 

Jones-The two pilots are dead. Two crew chiefs are wounded. This guy's hurt bad. 

We gotta get out of here now. 

Eversmann-All right, go ahead. 2-6, 2-6, this is 2-5, is that you shooting up the 

technicals, over? 

DiTomasso-This is 2-6, roger that. 

Eversmann-DiTomasso, take the SE corner. We're setting up a perimeter, over. 

DiTomasso-This is 2-6, roger that. Moving there now. Move out. 
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Eversmann-Cpt Steele, Cpt Steele, come in. 

Steele-Go ahead 2-5, this is 6-4. 

Eversmann- We got two wounded and we got both the pilots dead in the chopper. We 

need a medivac over here now. 

Steele-2-5, there telling me it's too hot to land a bird. You got to secure the perimeter 

first, over. 

Eversmann-Where are the humvees? 

Steele-Be advised 2-5, the convoy will be there. They're encountering a lot of 

resistance, 6-4 out. 

McKnight-Get the 50 up! 

Harrell-You should see the crash directly ahead. 

McKnight-All I see is a roadblock. 

Harrell-All right I'll have to figure out another way. 

McKnight-Give me a defensive perimeter so we can load the wounded. 

Kowalewski-Fire your weapon Othic! 

Wex-Tell my girls I'll be OK. 

McKnight-Othic! MEDIC! 

(Medic)-Hoo-ah! 

Kowalewski-Medic! Medic! Joyce! Joyce! 

(Ranger 8.)(?)-Come on, help me pick him up. 

McKnight-Get us off the fucking street, where's the crash site? Say again! 

Harrell-Keep going straight 200metres. 

McKnight-Roger that. Let's go. Let's go goddammit, let's go. 

Nelson-Hey Twombles. Come here. 
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Twombly-What? 

Nelson-The humvees ain't coming back dude. 

Twombly-What? Were we supposed to go to 'em? 

Nelson-I thought they were supposed to come to us. 

Twombly-Shit, shit. I think we're supposed to go to 'em. 

Nelson-Shit 

Twombly-OK, Let's go to the crash site. 

Nelson-OK. Just don't fire that thing so close to my head. I can bearly hear as it is. 

Twombly-OK, move out. Shit get down! 

Nelson-What'd I just tell you! I swear to God if you do that again-(yells) 

Twombly-You OK? Nelson, are you all right? 

Nelson-WHAT? 

(Radio)-Search and rescue bird on station, inserting medics. 

(6-8 Pilot)-Son of a bitch. C-2, this is 6-8. We've been hit. 

Matthews-Super 6-8, there is smoke coming from the top of your rotor. Advise you to 

come out now. 

(6-8 Pilot)-Roger. Dropping last man. Art, I've got skinnies with RPGs at 12:00. 

(Art)-Go! Go! Got'em, give me 90 degrees left. 

(6-8 Pilot)-6-8 coming out. 

Matthews-Super 6-8 is out. Over. 

Eversmann-Hey Wilkie, what's the situation in there? 

Wilkinson-Both pilots are dead. 2-5, we can't move these guys Matty. We'll kill them 

just carrying them. Stabilise in here? 
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(Medic)-Roger. 

Wilkinson-Stabilise in the bird. Repeat, stabilise in here. Over. 

Eversmann-Understood Wilkie, we got you covered. Over. 

Matthews-Super 6-4, come inbound and take Wolcott's position. 

Durant-Roger. 6-4 is inbound. 

Matthews-Super 6-4, are you all right? 

Durant-This is Super 6-4, we're good. 

Matthew-You sure? You looked like you got clipped pretty good. 

Durant-Instrument panels are OK. No we're good. Got a slight vibration in the pedals, 

but we're good. 

Matthews-All right, put her down on the airfield, Super 6-4. Have her checked out 

just to be safe. 

Durant-Roger. Ray, I'm getting a lot of movement in these pedals. Check the systems 

again. We lost the tail rotor. It's gone. 6-4 is going down! 6-4 is going in hard! 6-4 

going down. We're going down. Ray! 

Garrison-Get Strueckers column back out there. They need to get to Durants crash 

site fast. I want 'em out of there. All of them. 

Sanderson-Cpt Steele, we gotta move or we're gonna get pinned down. 

Steele-We're moving just as fast as we can. You let me do my job, and you do yours. 

Over. 

Ruiz-(is shot)-Fuck! Fuck! 

Steele-Ruiz, stay down. Medic. 

Sanderson-Fuck this, Cpt Steele. I'll take out the threat in the window. We'll rally 

point at the grey building, coming through Cpt. 

Steele-Sgt! 
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Sanderson-All right, let's move. Move. Let's move. Now! Cover me. Let's go, let's 

move. 

Steele-Move out. 

Sanderson-Friendly, friendlies, coming through. 

(Rangers, Deltas)-Let's move. Com'on. Go, go. 

Sanderson-Come on, come on, come on. Come on. Move it out. Move up. Go! Go! 

Go! Move up! 

Steele-What the fuck are you doing out there? 

Sanderson-I'm doing my job. We got to get to that crash site. We got to get out on 

that street, and we got to move. You have got to keep up. Sir. 

Steele-Don't you ever give me orders Sgt. We are combat ineffective. You understand 

me? We got too many damn wounded to move. 

Sanderson-Then give me some of your shooters and I'll circle us to the bird. 

Steele-Grimes, you with Chalk 4? 

Grimes-Yes sir! 

Steele-All right then. Hook up with Delta. Rejoin with Sgt Eversmann. The rest of 

you men secure this position. Treat the wounded. We'll wait for the convoy, then 

we'll rally at the crash site. Roger. 

Sanderson-My guys, let's go!  

Goffena-C-2, I have two Delta snipers, Shughart and Gordon volunteering to secure 

crash site 2. Over. 

Matthews-No Super 6-2, negative that request. Can't risk another bird. We don't see 

anything moving down there now. We don't even know if anyone's alive. A ground 

team is being organised to go in now. 

Goffena-ETA on ground team. Over. 

Matthews-Unknown, not long. Do what you can from the air. 
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Struecker-All right, gather round. Durant's 6-4 is down. We're going back in to get 

him. 

Thomas-That's crazy, is there anyone alive on that? 

Struecker-Doesn't matter. No one gets left behind. You know that. 

Hoot-We're wasting time here. 

Struecker-All right. Refit and max out ammo and grenades. You got 5. Sizemore, 

where the hell do you think you're going? 

Sizemore-With you guys. 

Struecker-Not with that cast on you're not. All right, all right, all right. Go get your 

K-pot. Hey, talk to me. 

Thomas-I can't go back out there. 

Struecker-Thomas everyone feels the same way you do, all right? It's what you do 

right now that makes a difference. It's your call. Hoo-ah? 

Thomas-Hoo-ah. 

Hoot-It'll probably help to wash the blood out of the humvees. 

(Ranger 9.)(?)-Sgt Struecker! Can I go Sgt? 

Struecker-You got some ammo? 

(Ranger 9.)(?)-Roger that Sgt. 

Struecker-Hop in. 

Thomas-Wait! 

(Ranger)-Let's go Thomas. Get in. 

Twombly-Which way? 

Nelson-THAT WAY I THINK! 

Twombly-Don't talk so fucking loud! 
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Yurek-Nice Donkey. Rangers? 

Twombly-Who? 

Yurek-It's Yurek, you fucking assholes. 

Nelson-Fuck. 

Twombly-Dude, we almost fucking killed you. Well come to us. 

Yurek-Fuck you, come to me. 

Nelson-Sorry Sgt. 

Twombly-Dude, where the fuck have you been? Never mind. You brought NOD 

right? 

Yurek-No. No I didn't bring it. You wanna know why? Cos you said, "you're not 

gonna need that dude, will be back in a half hour. 

Twombly-I uh- I wasn't saying it to you. 

Yurek-Nelson, cover this way. 

Twombly-Man, we're gonna need Night vision. 

Yurek-What's the matter with you? 

Nelson-Huh? 

Twombly-Oh he's deaf, it's my fault I...We need to get out of here. 

Yurek-That way. We can't be far from the crash. Which way? 

Twombly-I thought you might know. Let's move out. 

Galentine-Nelson, Twombly, come in over. Nelson, Twombly, come in. This is 

Galentine. We need a position of the convoy. Over. I can't raise 'em Sgt, I can't raise 

'em. 

(Ranger 10.)(?)-Sir, we need to get the fuck out of here and evac. Let's move out. 

Eversmann-All right, back to the stronghold. Come on. 
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Cribbs-Ground forces have occupied several buildings along marehan road, but the're 

all spread out. Eversmann's chalk 4 has set up a perimeter around Wolcott's crash site 

here. DiTomasso is in the adjacent structure. Cpt Steele and about 40 men, rangers, 

are here, a couple of blocks away but they're banged up pretty bad. He st up a casulty 

collection point. I don't think the're going to be able to move. Sgt Sanderson and a 

small Delta team are moving from Steele's position to the crash site as we speak. 

Sanderson-Draw off fire. When this asshole stops to reload, cover me. Go! 

(Delta)-Sir! 

Sanderson-Again. 

(Delta)-Loading. 

Sanderson-Keep Going, keep going. I'm jammed. 

Grimes-I GOT IT!! 

Sanderson-Ah shit. RPG!! Are you OK? Are you all right? 

Grimes-Yeah, I can hear bells ringing. 

Sanderson-(laughs) come on! Come on. Go! 

Goffena-There's a crowd advancing, 6, 7 blocks from the crash. Shughart and Gordon 

again request permission to secure until convoy arrives. Over. 

Harrell-General, the crowds in the hundreds now. From where they are they can see 

things clearer than any of us. They know what they're asking. 

Garrison-Let me talk to 'em. This is Garrison. I want to make sure that y'all 

understand what you're asking for, so say it out, loud and clear. 

Gordon-We're asking to go in and set up a perimeter until ground support arrives. 

Garrison-And you realise that I cannot tell you when this might be. It could take quite 

a while. 

Shughart-Roger that. 

Garrison-And you still want to go in there? 

Gordon-Yes sir. 
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Garrison-Cnl Harrell? 

Harrell-Yes general? 

Garrison-It's your call. 

Harrell-Roger that. Goffena. Put 'em in. 

Chapter 17. 

Othic-(Screams). RPG!! 

(Ranger 11.)(?)-Set up your perimeter. 

Othic-There's a fucking rocket in him sir. 

McKnight-Othic, calm down goddammit, that's live ordnance. Now get out. Get out. 

Son of a Bitch. All right, lift him up, lift him up. Easy, easy. All right, get him in 

there. Good, good, easy, EASY! Get in that druck and drive. 

Othic-But I'm shot Cnl. 

McKnight-Everybody's shot. We need the prisoners. Let's go. 

(Radio)-Surveillance says to take Hawlwadig and then go straight. 

Harrell-McKnight, we need you to turn and go back to Hawlwadig. 

McKnight-You're shitting me, we just through there. There's gotta be a better route. 

Harrell-That's the info I'm getting from JOC. You need to turn around and head back. 

McKnight-Roger that, roger that. I cannot believe this shit. Turn us around Maddox. 

Maddox-They're trying to get us all fucking killed. 

McKnight-Just get it over with. Drive. 

Maddox-Goddamn. 

McKnight-Just get us out of here. Drive goddammit, drive. 

Maddox-(screams) 
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McKnight-Keep your foot on the gas, keep your foot on the- 

Durant-Fuck. Shit. 

Chapter 18. 

Goffena-C-2, Shughart and Gordon are on the deck. Over. 

Harrell-Roger. 

Gordon-Friendlies. 

Durant-God it's good to see you. 

Gordon-It's good to see you. How bad? 

Durant-My leg's broken and my back feels kind of weird. 

Gordon-We've gotta get you ou of here buddy. Pulling him out, cover. 

Durant-Wait, I-(screams) 

Gordon-Put you down. 

Shughart-C-2, we're at the 6-4 crash site, securing perimeter. 

Harrell-Roger that. 

Shughart-You all right? 

Durant-Yeah, I'm good. 

Shughart-You're locked and loaded, any skinnies come around these corners, you 

watch our backs. 

Durant-Hey, where's the rescue squad? 

Shughart-We're it. 

McKnight-All right, stop, stop, stop, stop Maddox, stop. Son of a bitch. Romeo 6-4, 

we're right back where we started. I'm running low on ammo, and got many wounded, 

including me. Vehicles that are barely running. 

Harrell-OK Danny, I need a no BS assessment. Can you get to the crash site? 
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Maddox-Cnl, I can't see shit. 

McKnight-Negative, with the amount of wounded we have, we'd do more harm than 

good. We need to come back to base, rearm and regroup, and then we can go back 

out. 

Harrell-Roger. 

Garrison-C-2, bring 'em back, get 'em out of there. 

Harrell-Roger, return to base. 

McKnight-We're going home. Let's go. Left. 

Matthews-Roger that, understand. Convoy returning to base. 

Eversmann-What's up? 

Galentine-There sending them back. The convoy's headed back to base camp. 

Waddell-That make sense don't it? We need to exfil the wounded now and get the 

hell out of here before it's too late. 

Smith-Well, if McKnight went back to base,then he had a good reason. It changes 

nothing. 

Eversmann-All right, listen up. We're gonna hold the perimeter and we're gonna hold 

the strong point, hoo-ah? 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah. 

Eversmann-Conserve your ammo. Only shoot at what you can hit. 

(Rangers)-Hoo-ah! 

Eversmann-The convoy's gonna come. We're gonna get home. 

Gordon-Loading. 

Shughart-Loading. 

Gordon-Randy, I need a pistol mag.  

Shughart-Loading. 
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Gordon-Randy, last mag. (shot in head) 

Shughart-GORDY!! Fuck. Gordy's gone man. I'll be outside. Good luck. 

Garrison-I need the 10th mountain now. Everything they've got. Pakistanis, Malays. I 

want their tanks and APCs. 

Cribbs-They still don't know we've gone in. 

Garrison-Look, we have stirred up a hornet's nest here. We're fighting the entire city. 

I want every vehicle possible that's got four wheel's and armour. Get it. Get 

everything, once they've assembled, we're gonna move our men out of the hostile area 

and back to the Pakistani stadium. The safe zone. Let's go.  

Cribbs-Roger that boss. 

Firimbi-Mohammed Farah Aidid claims this prisoner alive. 

Chapter 19. 

(Rangers)-(Shouting) Stay with me. You've just got a bullet wound in the leg. (more 

shouting) 

Harrell-See where those tyres are burning? All that black smoke?  

Struecker-Roger I can see it but I can't get there. Over. 

Harrell-Go 100m past it. That's the crash. 

Struecker-Negative, you don't understand. It's roadblock after roadblock. You'll have 

to find us another route. Over. 

Harrell-There ain't one. The only other route is all the way around the city. Struecker-

Roger that. 

Hoot-Kilo 6-4, this is Kilo 1-1, Request permission to move to Durants crash site 

number 2 on foot, over. 

Harrell-Green light Kilo 1-1, Green light. 

Hoot-Stop the vehicle, let me out. 

Wilkinson-After I'm finished with this I'll mix you boys up some margheritas, the 

usual, blended, no salt. 
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Kurth-(Somali) 

Sanderson-Eversmann, come in, Eversmann. 

Eversmann-Roger, who is this? 

Sanderson-Sanderson, do not, I say again do not fire to the east, we are coming to 

you. 

Eversmann-Understood. DiTomasso and his men are on the SE corner, we need you 

on the NE building. 

Sanderson-Roger. We'll take it. 

Eversmann-Hey, watch out for skinnies, they're all over the rooftops. They're in 

prayer but not for much longer. Hold your fire to the east. 

Yurek-Eversmann, it's Yurek. I got, I got Nelson and Twombly with me. We got the 

chopper in sight, where are you? 

Eversmann-We're on the SE corner, where the hell have you been? Are you OK? 

Yurek-Yeah, hold your fire, we're coming in. We got to go. 

Twombly-Shawn, listen. Yurek's gonna run first. When he gets across the street, he's 

gonna turn around and cover you as you run. You listen closely, when you get there, 

you're gonna around and you're gonna cover me. OK? You're not just gonna run to 

Eversmann's position. You're gonna stop, you're gonna turn around and you are 

gonna cover me. It's important you understand that. OK, you ready? 

Yurek-Yeah, I guess. 

Chapter 20. 

Twombly-Hey, don't forget. 

Nelson-What? 

Twombly-Don't forget. 

Waddell(?)-I got 'em in my sight boss. They're coming up on the west gate. 

Eversmann-Let's move out. 
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Yurek-Can you cover us sgt? 

Eversmann-We got you. Nelson, fuck. 

Smith-Twombly! 

Eversmann-Smith, NO! 

Smith-Are you all right? (screams) 

Twombly-Get it off of me, get it off 

Eversmann-Com'on man, com'on. DOC! Gimme some help with Smith here. 

(Ranger-Looks suspiciously like Cpl Smith again-read the book)-Aah, my leg, my 

leg!! 

Eversmann-Come on Jamie, I got you. 

Schmid-Up, one, two three. 

Eversmann-You're all right, you're all right. 

Schmid-All right I need pressure on the wound. 

Smith-My right thigh! 

Schmid-Pressure. 

Smith-Are my balls OK? 

Schmid-You still have your balls. I need more men in here. 

Eversmann-TWOMBLY! NELSON! 

Smith-Oh man that really- 

Schmid-I need that chair. 

Smith-It really hurts! 

Schmid-Direct pressure on that. 

Smith-Let me see it. 
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Schmid-All right, let me get a look at that. 

Smith-What the fuck was that!!!!!! 

Schmid-It's all right, it's all right, it's all right. Hold that down! I need a medivac, 

now. 

Eversmann-GALENTINE! Galentine, get me cpt Steele. 

Steele-Sgt, Sgt Ruiz. How you doing?  

Ruiz-They're not gonna come and get us. They're not gonna come for us. 

Steele-I need you to suck it up sgt. I need you to focus for me. Can you do that? 

Eversmann-Come in 6-4! Come in. Over. 

Steele-Can you hold your weapon? 

Ruiz-Yes sir. 

Steele-Anybody comes through that door, you give him two in the chest and one in 

the head. You understand? 

Ruiz-I'm still in the fight, sir. 

Eversmann-Cpt Steele, Cpt Steele, I need a medivac here now. Cpl Smith's been hit. 

Steele-Hold on 2-5. 

Ruiz-Still in the fight. 

Eversmann-Cpt Steele, he's hurt pretty bad. 

Steele-2-5, we've got wounded too. You're just gonna have to maintain your situation 

over. 

Schmid-If he doesn't get to a hospital in a half hour, he's in trouble. 

Steele-C-2, this is 6-4, I'm requesting a medivac for a critically wounded at chalk's 

location. over. 

Harrell-Command, chalk 4 is requesting medivac. 

Garrison-Can't risk it, it's still too hot. 
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Harrell-Cpt, we cannot send a medivac at this time. Sit tight. Over. 

Steele-C-5, this is 6-4 that's a negative on the medivac. It's not possible. JOC cannot 

risk another bird. You're just gonna have to hold on. 

Eversmann-All right, I've got him. 

Schmid-I want direct pressure on the wound. 

Eversmann-Yeah. It's gonna be all right, it's gonna be OK. 

Hoot-(somali)-I think this is mine. Mine, mine. (english)-This is Kilo 1-1, I'm at the 

Durant crash site. 

Harrell-Roger that. Crash site 2, secured. 

(Soldier)-Lt Cnl Cribbs for you sir. 

Garrison-Cribbs? 

Cribbs-They're still debating the route. 

Garrison-How long? 

Cribbs-At least a couple of hours. 

Garrison-We haven't got that long Joe. 

Cribbs-Pakistani General, says since we didn't deign to inform him of the raid, it's 

gonna take some time to mobilise the 10th Mountain and a hundred vehicles. 

Garrison-Well you tell the General this. I understand but it is my duty to remind him 

that my men are surrounded by 1000s of armed somali militia. It is imperative that we 

move them out of the hostile area and into the safe zone. I need his help now. 

Cribbs-Yes sir. 

Chapter 21. 

Firimbi-Durant, Michael Durant. 

Durant-Yes. 

Firimbi-You are the ranger who kills my people. 
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Durant-I'm not a ranger, I'm a pilot. 

Firimbi-That's right, none of you americans smoke anymore. You all live long dull, 

uninteresting lives. 

Durant-What do you want with me? 

Firimbi-You have taken hostages, we have you. 

Durant-My government will never negotiate for me. 

Firimbi-Then perhaps you and i can negotiate huh? Soldier to soldier? 

Durant-I'm not in charge. 

Firimbi-Course not, you have the power to kill, but not to negotiate, in Somalia 

killing is negotiation. Do you really think that if you get General Aidid.We will 

simply put down our weapons and adopt American democracy? That the killing will 

stop? We know this. That without victory, there can be no peace. There will always 

be killing, you see? This is how things are in our world. 

(Pilot)-Mike Durant, We won't leave you behind. Mike Durant, We won't leave you 

behind. 

Chapter 22. 

Schmid-You've got to take over from me, both hands. It's the femoral artery. But I 

can't see it, which means it's retracted up into the pelvis, which means I have to find it 

and clamp it, it's the only way to stop the bleeding, I got no more IVs so I'm gonna 

need you to assist, OK? 

Eversmann-Yeah, yeah. 

Schmid-Now listen Jamie, I'm gotta do something and it's gonna hurt. OK? I gotta 

cause you more pain, but I have to do it to help you, you understand? 

Smith-Morphine. 

Schmid-I can't, it'll lower your heartrate too far, I'm sorry. Here Twombly, why don't 

you take you take his hands there. I need you to hold the wound open and keep 

pressure on the top of the leg. Yurek, you're gonna take the feet and the flashlight. On 

my count, All right Jamie, all right. 1, 2, 3. Wait, wait, wait, I feel it, I feel a pulse. I 

got it. I got it, yeah, I got it, I got it, I got it. 
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Eversmann-You got it? good.  

Schmid-I got it, clamp. 

Eversmann-Yeah I got it clamped. 

Schmid-Hold it. 

Eversmann-Here grab it. It's tearing. 

Schmid-I got it. 

Eversmann-Doc it's going, it's going back in. 

Schmid-Hold it. Hold it! 

Eversmann-It's tearing! 

Schmid-OK, OK, get out. Hold the wound 

Eversmann-OK, I'm holding. 

Schmid-Move your hand. 

Eversmann-What? 

Smith-Fix it? 

Eversmann-(lying)-Yeah, yeah, we got it. 

Sanderson-What the hell are you doing? 

Grimes-It's all in the grind sgt. Can't be too fine, can't be too course. 

Sanderson-Grimesy, you are squared away. 

Grimes-Sgt, how'd you like a nice hot cup of Joe? Gold coast blend. 

Sanderson-Sit down, let me get a look at that foot. 

Grimes-Oh no it's not a problem. 

Sanderson-Come on. Where the hell did they find you? 
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Grimes-Behind a desk, no really. Why do you think I'm kidding? 

(Delta)-Anybody hit? 

Sanderson-We're good. 

Eversmann-You all right, is everybody all right? 

(Rangers)-Yeah! 

Chapter 23. 

(Delta)-Incoming. 

(Mo'alim)-(Somali)-Keep firing, faster. 

(Ranger 12.)(?)-DiTomasso's hit, pull him out. 

Hoot-Ranger here, this is Kilo 1-1. 

Galentine-This is Chalk 4, we're at the SE corner of the crash. Who is this, over? 

Hoot-This is Hoot. I'm coming in with three friendlies. I need some coverin' fire, 

over. 

Galentine-Roger that Kilo 1-1. Hold your fire, Delta coming in. Hold your fire. 

Eversmann-Hold your fire. 

Garrison-Ground personnel will have to mark the targets with IR strobes. Get the 

little birds on strafing runs and keep them going all night long. If we don't hold back 

this city we're gonna have a hundred caskets to fill by morning. 

(Soldier)-Yes sir. Cnl Harrell, ground personnel at crash site one will have to mark 

the target's with IR strobes in preparation for airstrikes. 

Cribbs-McKnight. Between the 10th mountain and the UN, we got enough personnel 

OK? Danny, you guys do not have to go back out again. 

(They stare at each other, surprisingly enough, McKnight is then seen leading the 

convoy out of the stadium.) 

Smith-I can't die here man. 
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Schmid-(still lying)-You're not gonna die all right, you're not gonna die. 

Smith-I'm sorry.  

Eversmann-You don't have anything to be sorry for, you saved Twombly, you did 

perfect. 

Smith-You okay Twombs?  

Twombly-Yeah, I'm okay, Jamie.  

Eversmann-See, you did what you were trained to do. You should be proud of that, be 

proud of that. 

Smith-Ev? 

Eversmann-Yeah. 

Smith-Do me a favor, okay? 

Eversmann-Yeah. 

Smith-Tell my parents that I fought well today. And tell them that I... that I fought 

hard. 

Eversmann-You're gonna tell them yourself okay, Jamie?  

Smith-Are... are the humvees here? 

Eversmann-They're coming, Jamie. They're coming. You just gotta hold on for a little 

longer. Can you hold on for just a little bit? You can do it. 

Smith-It's nothing. 

Eversmann-It's nothing, it's nothing.  

Smith-I can, I can. It's nothing. It's nothing. 

Eversmann-It's nothing. 

Smith-Nothing (dies) 

Schmid-Oh Shit, hold the wound (begins mouth to mouth and CPR) 
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Eversmann-Doc, doc. It's OK. 

Eversmann-What are you doing? 

Hoot-We need the ammo. You did all you could here. 

Eversmann-They should have sent a medivac. 

Hoot-And right now we'd be out there defending another crashed chopper, and more 

men would get torn up. 

Eversmann-Maybe. 

Hoot-See you're thinking. Don't. 'cause Sgt, you can't control who gets hit or who 

doesn't, who fals out of the chopper or why. It ain't up to you. It's just war. 

Eversmann-Yeah well, Smith's still dead. If Blackburn hadn't fallen out of the 

chopper none of this would've happened. 

Hoot-look, should have or would have. It don't matter, you'll get plenty of time to 

think about that later, believe me. Sgt, you got your men this far. You did it right 

today. You need to start thinking about getting these men out of here. Well, shall we? 

Chapter 24. 

Eversmann-I need four guns on this corner. Now! 

(Ranger 13.)(?)(Sorry but it's dark and I can't tell them apart)-RPG! 

Wood-This is Barber 5-2 in position for gun run. Jesus Christ look at that. 

Eversmann-This is 2-5, I can see you, you're right above me. 

Wood-Eversmann, I can't tell who's who down there. Too much activity. 

Eversmann-I'll mark the target with a strobe, over. 

Wood-Roger that. 

Eversmann-You see it? 

Wood-Nah, I can't see shit. 

Eversmann-I'm putting it on the roof.  
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Hoot-You're gonna need some help.  

Eversmann-Cover me. 

Hoot-OK guys, we're gonna lay down some coverin' fire for him. On three, ready? 

One, two, three, go! 

Wood-I got your position. I got your target. We're inbound and hot. C-2, miniguns 

dry. Request permission to return to base. Rearm. Over. 

Matthews-Roger that. Second team, inbound. Your station, on your location, 4 

minutes. Steele-All right, they're here. Get the wounded and get ready to move. 

(Rangers)-Move, move. 

Steele-I thought I heard a noise out here. 

McKnight-Get your men loaded up, we're getting out of here. 

Steele-Yes sir. 2-5, this is 6-4. Rescue column has arrived. We'll be at your location 

in about 5 minutes. Prepare your men for exfil, sgt.. 

Eversmann-Yeah, roger that sir, roger that. 5 minutes. The convoy's gonna be here in 

5 minutes. 

Kurth-I need a mag, Eversmann, I'm out. 

Eversmann-Kurth my last one. 

Chapter 25. 

Eversmann-The convoy's here. 

McKnight-Sgt Eversmann. I heard you guys needed a lift. 

Eversmann-Yes sir.  

McKnight-Bring your wounded right over there, and start loading them up. 

Sanderson-I got you, I got you. 

Grimes-It's OK, I want to walk. 

Sanderson-Yeah, I would to. Let's go. 
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Cribbs-We get the pilot's bodies out and then we go to the stadium. We're running out 

of room around here. 

McKnight-We're just gonna have to cram into every possible space. 

Cribbs-10th Mountain provides security for armour. Walks you out of the hot zone. 

Steele-10th Mountin? No, sir, with respect, my rangers can provide rear security. 

We'll walk you out of the hot zone and jump on the last few vehicles. 

Cribbs-OK, let's get out of here. 

McKnight-Let's go. 

Grimes-Come on! These things are fucking bullet magnet's. Come on, let's go. 

10th Mountain soldier-We go when I'm ordered to soldier. 

Garrison-Cnl, what is going on down there? 

McKnight-They're dismantling the entire cockpit around the body. 

Garrison-Well how longs it gonna take? I need an honest no shit assesment. 

McKnight-I can't say. 

Garrison-Danny, no one gets left behind. You understand me son? 

McKnight-Yes General. 

Garrison-Do what you have to do. 

McKnight-Roger. Move out let's go. 

Hoot-Fire in the hole. Let's go. Move. 

(Ranger 13.)(?)-Open up the hatch we've got men back here. 

10th Mountain soldier-No room here, go on the roof. 

Sanderson-What's going on? 

Steele-The roof? 
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Twombly-I'm no getting on no fucking roof. 

Sanderson-No, no, it's full. We're running out, use the vehicles as cover. 

(Rangers/Deltas)-Let's go, move it up. Let's go. Move. (You get the idea.) 

Chapter 26. 

Eversmann-Get down, get down. Get down lady! I'm out of ammo. Sanderson, I'm 

out of ammo. 

Kurth-Don't you do it.  

Nelson-What are you doing? 

Kurth-Don't you damn do it. 

Nelson-Kurth let's go. 

Chapter 27. 

McKnight-Ah Shit. 

(Medic 1.)(?)-The bullet missed your jugular by about 3mm. Don't move. 

McKnight-Hurry up, hurry up. 

Sanderson-Grimes. Little short on coffee, but I got you some tea. How you doing 

soldier. 

(Ranger 15.)(?)-I can't feel a thing. 

Steele-Ruiz. Hey, Sgt, hey. 

Ruiz-Cpt. 

Steele-Lorenzo. How you doing? 

Ruiz-It went in and out so the medic said I should be OK, couple of days. (same 

medic who signalled to Steele that Ruiz was dying.) 

Steele-That's great news. 

Ruiz-We going after them.? 
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Steele-You bet your ass we will, we got to regroup. 

Ruiz-Don't go out without me, don't go back out there without me. I can still do my 

job. 

Steele-You get some rest now OK? 

Eversmann-You going back in? 

Hoot-There's still men out there. Goddam. When I go home people ask me, they say 

"Hey Hoot, why do you do it man? Why? You some kind of war junkie? I won't say a 

goddam word. Why? They won't understand. They won't understand why we do it. 

They won't understand, it's about the men next to you. And that's it. That's all it is. 

Hey don't even think about it, all right? I'm better on my own. Hey we started a whole 

new week. It's monday. 

Chapter 28. 

Eversmann-I was talking to Blackburn the other day, and he asked me, what changed, 

why are we going home? And I said nothing. But that's not true you know. 

Everything's changed. I know I've changed. You know a friend of mine asked me 

before I got here, just when we were all shipping out. He asked me, "Why are you 

going to fight somebodyelses war? What do y'all think, you're heroes?" I didn't know 

what to say at the time, but if he asked me again I'd say no.I'd say there's no way in 

hell. No one asks to be a hero, it just sometimes turns out that way.  

(Looks down and we Jamie Smith)-I'll talk to you ma and pa when I get home OK? 

(Credits) 

Ruiz-My love, you're strong and you'll do well in life. I love you and my children 

deeply. Today and tomorrow, let each day grow and grow. Keep smiling and never 

give up even when things get you down. So in closing my love. Tomight tuck my 

children in bed warmly. Tell them I love them, and then hug them for me and give 

them both a kiss goodnight for Daddy. 
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